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Current knowledge about food insecurity in North America is based on ~ a r c h  with low- 

incorne households. The experiences of home- people, a segment of the population who 

are particularly vulnerable to food insecunty, have been largely ignored by nutrition 

researchers. in this study, the food experiences of street youth, one of the fastest growing 

segments of the urban homeless population, were exploreci. To gain an understanding of 

their context-driven food experiences a critical ethnography was conducted. Over a five 

month period, field notes h m  weekfy participant observation sessions with m t  youth at an 

imer-city dropin centre in Toronto were compiled, and i n t e ~ e w  data were colkcted h m  

six of these youth. Results of this study revealed that food access was precario- amidst the 

instability and chaos of street life. Further, in the context of homelessness, food was 

inextricably linked to and contingent upon other suMval needs such as income. liealth, and 

shelter. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Canada's current sociopolitical climate, characterized by remaint and govemment cut-bafks, 

has been accompanied by reports of growing problems of hunger and homelessn~ss in h a n  

centres across the country including Toronto, Canada's largest city (Davis & Tarasuk, 1994; 

Report of the Mayor's Homelessness Action Task Force ( h e d e r  referred to as Report), 

1999). Provincial restrictions in eiigibiiity criteria for social assistance, reductions in weIfare 

provisions, and moratoria on non-profit housing have been cited among the important 

contributors to the increased demmd for emergency food and shelter programs in Toronto 

(Report, 1999; City of Toronto Community Services, 1997). in the nutrition lite~ature, the 

relationship between poverty and food insecurityl is well recognized (Davis et ai. 1991; 

Radimer et ai. 1992; Davis & Tarasuk, 1994). Research in this area has primady focused on 

housed, low income women with children. Less is known about the food experiences of 

homeless people. Since homeless people lack household resources to draw upon, their food 

acquisition strategies, food selection and co~lsumption characteristics, and experiences of 

hunger and food deprivation are likely different fkom housed people. 

Street youth represent one of the fastest growing and wlnerable subgroups of the homeless 

population in Toronto (Report, 1999). Whiie Mme research has documented hoineless 

adults' vulnerability to hunger, food insecurity, and dietary inadequacy (Luder et al. 1990; 

Tarasuk & Woolcott, 1994), there bas been little nutrition research on the food experiences of 

f Food insecurity is defined as "limited or uncertain availability of nutritionaily adequate and safe foods or 
limited or uncertain ability to acquire acceptable foods in socialiy acceptable ways" (Anderson, 1990). 



homeless youth in Canada Evidence h m  cornmunity reports and the pubIished literature on 

street youth indicates that Iife on the street is characterized by chaos and insecurity. Within 

this context, street youth have difllculties meeting basic needs, and the se!arch for food and 

shelter occupies a significant proportion of their daily activities (Hagan & McCarthy, 1997). 

While these findings are suggestive, an in-depth investigation of food insecurity, hunger, and 

food deprivation among street youth is absent h m  the Literature. Aithough food insecurity is 

not the only or even the most important problem that street youth face, food is vital, and 

chronically poor nutrition may increase the risk of heaith related problems and hcighten 

vuinerability to the dangers assofiated 6 t h  street life. 

in this thesis, the food experiences of homeless youth are explorecl using an ethnographie 

research approach. To gain an understanding of the daily context which shapes food 

insecurity arnong Street youth, participant observation sessions at a downtown Toronto drop 

in centre serving homeless and socially isolated people were undertaken. "Hanging out" with 

youth at the &op-in over a five month p e n d  provided the oppominity to develop ongoing 

relationships with street youth and to become privy to daily Me experiences as they unfolded. 

To obtain more detailed information about food acquisition strategies, food sources, and 

consumption, indepth interviews were conducted with six homeless youth h m  the &op-in. 

In addition to offering insight into food insecurity among a group of street youth this study 

provides an understanding of the daily life experiences of street youth because food 

acquisition and eating are regular and necessary activities. The empirical findinp h m  this 

study and the conceptuai understanding of food insecurity presented in this thesis offer 



insight into community and government initiatives aimed at improving the situation of 

homeless people- Fïndiogs fiom this study are timely given the increased public concern - 
evidenced by ment media, community, and govemment activities - about the grc~wing 

numbers of homeless people in Toronto and the current debate about "squeegee lcicis". 



2. REVEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

This review outlines the broader context within which youth homelessness in Toronto occurs, 

the factors precipitating leaving home, and experiences of street life. It provides the 

background for the research presented in this thesis and clarifies the research rationaie, 

objectives, and goals. 

2.1 Poverty in Canada 

Poverty rates in Canada have grown steadily and consistently with unemploymerit rates in the 

past decade, despite modest economic growth (National Council of Welfare, 1998). In 1996, 

5.2 million Canadiam or 17.6 percent of the population were living in poverty' (Vational 

Council of WeIfare, 1998). A demographic breakdown of poverty in Canada for the same 

year (National Council of Welfare, 1998) indicated that unattached individuals were 2.5 times 

more likely to be poor than f d e s ,  with poverty rates for women higher than fcc men. 

Among poor families, single-parent mothers had poverty rates much higher than any of the 

other three farnily types that were categorized (6 1 -4% for single-mother farnilies compared to 

-10% for the other family types). Single-parent mothers under the age of 25 had-an 

astounding poverty rate of 91.3 percent. Poverty rates among youth (1 8-24 years old) were 

also very high (61%), reflecting high youth unemployrnent. Rates for Aboriginal and 

immigrant youth were highest in this group (CCSD, 1998). 

I Families or individuals with total incornes betow the Statistics Canada low income cut-off (LIO3). Cut-off' are 
equivalent to the amount that the average Canadian family spendson food, shefter, and clothing in a year plus 20 
percentage points. LICOs Vary by family size and the area of residence (National Council of Welfare, 1998). 



Clearly, the recent econornic prosperity has not filtered down to Canada's poor. Instead, the 

incorne gap between Canada's richest and poorest families doubled between 1981 and 1996 - 

in the two years between 1994 and 1996. the average total income of the pooresi 10 percent 

of Canadian f e l i e s  declined by 13 percent, while the average total income of Canada's 

richest families increased by two percent (CCSD, 1998). in Toronto, average farnily income 

fell by 12.5 percent between 19% and 1996, while the income of 40 percent of the poorest 

families declined by more than 20 percent (Report, 1999). 

2 3  Government policies affating the poor 

Federal and provincial reductions in spending on income and other social prograns are 

womsome given the increasing rate of poverty in Canada. Due to changes in federal 

legislation, the number of unemployed people who are eligible for Employment l nsurance has 

decreased. In al1 but three j~sdictions, the provinces and temtories have cut wdfare benetits 

(CCSD, 1998). in Ontario, the Consecvative govemment, elected in 1995, reducsd social 

assistance rates to individuais by 21.6 percent and enacted legislation which resbicted 

eligibility for benefits (National Council of Welfare, 1 997). Further, both the feded and 

Ontario govemments have withdrawn support for social housing, thus reducing the supply of 

Hordable housing available to Ontario's poor (Report, 1999). Ontario also replxed the Rent 

Conml Act with the Tenant Protection Act which allows for discretionary rent iiiçreases with 

new vacancies and introduces procedures which make it more difficult for individuais to 

respond effectively to notices ofeviction (Report. 1999). 



The growth in income inequality and poverty in Canada have been accornpanied by reports of 

growîng problems of hunger and homelessness in urban centres (Davis & Tarasuk, 1994; 

Report, 1999). In 1989, it was estimated that 1.4 million people in Canada used food banks 

(Davis & Tarasuk, 1994). Between 1989 and 1997, food bank use across Canada double4 

and in 1998, the number of people using food banks increased by an additional 5 -4 percent 

(Canadian Association of Food banks, 1998). Over the past eight years, applications for 

social housing have inmeased, and more than 100,OOO people were on the estimattd five year 

waiting List for social housing in Toronto at the end of 1998 (Report, 1 999). Reports across 

the country document longer-than-ever waiting lists for social and supportive housing, 

increases in the use of shelters, daytime drop-in centres, and food banks, and the appearance 

of more and more people living on the streets. These have become issues of increasing public 

concern. 

2.3 Homelessness in Canada and in Toronto 

The absolute size of the homeless population in Canada is unknown because traditionai 

means of enumeration exclude people without homes'. The Canadian Census collects data 

through the maii and thus only captures data fiom individuals with a mailing address. 

Telephone polls, another cornmon means of collecting data at the population-levr=l, also miss 

' In 1990 Philip Giles and colleagues conducted research to explore ways to include homeless people in the 
census (Brannigan & Caputo, 1993). They attempted to enumerate individuals using soup kitchens in 
Vancouver, Toronto, and Montreai. Several problems were encountered by the researchers. The use of a 
standard set of procedures was found to be inappropriate because of the variation in physicai layout and 
organization of soup kitchens. OverIap was a problem because data were collected in the same agcncies on 
successive days. Questions about place of residence (where respondents slept most nights) were also 
problematic. The authors a1so noted that young people were not well captured by the enumeration. 



homeless people. Consequently, the prevalence of homelessness has k e n  extraplated fiom 

data compiled by shelters, hostels, and other community agencies serving homeless people, 

and estimates of Canada's homeless population are imperfect since the true propxtion of 

homeless people who do not use the shelter systern is unknown. According to the 1998 

Alternative Federal Budget Papers, unofficial estimates of homele- people in Canada were 

between 1 30,000 to 260,000 (Kevin Lee, persoaal communication, May 1 8,19911). In 1996, 

in Toronto alone, approximately 26,000 individuals used hostels or about 3,200 people each 

night (Report, 1999). Over two thirds of these people were male. Families represented 46 

percent of the people using hostels in Toronto in 1996, and 37 percent of these sere headed 

by single mothers (compared to 24 percent in 1988), reflecting the increase in thc proportion 

of fernale single parents living in poverty. Nineteen percent (or 5,300) of hostel users were 

children. Further, youth and families with children are the fastest-growing segmlmts of the 

homeless population in Toronto, challenging the stereotypical view of homelessriess as a 

problem of the down-and-out, male alcoholic (Report. 1999). 

Over the past year in Toronto, reports of unprecedented numbers of homeless people have 

captured political and public attention. Two of the major forces which ofien brought 

homelessness to the forefiont of political and public debate during this tirne werc: the actions 

of the Mayor's Homelessness Action Task Force and the Toronto Disaster Relief Cornmittee 

(TDRC). The municipal govemment created The Toronto Homelessness Action Task Force 

in January 1998 to investigate and recommend solutions to the growth of homelessness. The 



Task Force built on homelessness data available f?om the numerous community-level reports 

compiled by social service providers working with homeless people in Toronto (jc.e 

Ambrosio et al., 1992; City of Toronto Community Services, 1997; Metro Advisory 

Cominittee on Homeless and Socially Isolated Persons, 1997; Surbeck, 1997; Toronto 

Coalition Against Homelessness, 1996; United Way of Greater Toronto, 1997). The final 

Report (1 999) offers strategies for coordinated involvement h m  municipal, provincial, and 

federal levels of government to end homelessness'. The TDRC was fomed in the f d  of 

1998 by a p u p  of homeless advoçates who were concemed about the worsenhg situation of 

homeless people in Toronto. The TDRC embarkd on a campaign to declare hoinelessness a 

national state of disaster requving the same magnitude of resources that are madi: available in 

cases of naîurai disastes. Throughout the year, the group, dong with other comnunity 

groups, organized protests, forums, and dernonarations advmting for shelter, housing, and 

income supports for homeless people. 

2.4 Responses to homelessness in Toronto 

Responses to homelessness in Toronto have primarily focused on providing emergency 

shelter. With the growing population of homeless people, an expanding network of hostels, 

shel ters, satellite motel units, and dropin centres has emerged. Currently in Toronto. there 

are an estimated 4,000 beds available to homeless people during the winter months (Report, 

1999). The City of Toronto operates approximately half of these beds, while the rest of the 

' Unlike other western inddalized countries such as Britain (Le., Housing (Homeless Persons) Act of 1997) 
and the United States (Le., Stewart McKinney Homeless Relief Act of 1987), Canada does not hrve national 
legislation on homelessness (Daly, 1996). 



shelters are community, ofien volunteer run (Report, 1999). Shelters Vary in the services they 

provide, however al1 are generdly based on an emergency mode1 with the aim of supplying 

basic accommodation, on a temporary basis. Many shelters do not offer meals. sleeping 

arrangements ofien require cesidents to sleep on floor mats, and personal space, privacy, and 

hygiene facilities are lirnited @aly, 1996). Some shelters facilitate links to more permanent 

and secure housing? and others provide Limiteci connections to supportive commitnity 

services. The Out of the Cold Program, a network of faith communities (e-g., churches and 

synagogues), has p w n  since it began in the late 1980s and has become an important winter 

response to homelessness in Toronto. The program provides ovemight shelter aici meals to 

between 150-400 homeless people usually fiom October to April (Report, 1999). in addition 

to emergency night shelters, there are 27 drop-in centres in Toronto which provide daytime 

shelter and various services, depending on the site, to homeless and socially isolated people 

(Report, 1999)- There are also a number of organizations (ofien volunteer-ru) which offer 

outreach s e ~ c e s  to bring peopIe to shelters during extreme weather conditions and to help 

people survive on the streets by providing some basic supports such as sleeping hags. 

Although hostels and shelters are meant to be a short-term, emergency resourçe for people 

without homes, only a quater of shelter users in 1996 used shelters for emergency purposes 

(i.e., a one or two night stay) (Report, 1999). As a result of a Iack of housing altcmatives, 

three-quarters of the people who used the Toronto shelter system in 1996 depended on it for 

extended penods of time (17 percent used the hostel system for one year or longer) (Report, 



1999). Many of these people had to move around nom shelter to shelter at the end of the 

maximum stay period - usually two to three months - at each shelter. 

in addition to shelter responses to homelessness, there is also a growing recognition of the 

health risks assoçiated with homelessness and the baniers to health care that honieless people 

face. in Canada, as in other developed coutries, sociwconomic inequality tramlates into 

differences in rnortality and heaith with those at the low end of the socioeconomic scale 

experiencïng more health problems and death (Mustard et al, 1997). The Canadian Public 

Health Association has declared homelessness "a fiuidamental health issue for C.uiadians9' in 

their 1997 Dr@ Position Paper and Resoiutiom. Poverty and lack of shelter are associated 

with hi& prevalences of chronic infections, mental illness, and substance use and addiction 

and homeless people often do not receive health care for many reasons including not having 

health cards (Ambrosio et al., 1992). in Toronto, there are health care services that cater to 

homeless people (Cheryl White, personal communication, May 14, 1998). Certain health 

clinics offer services such as fiee dental care, harm reduction services (e.g., needle 

exchanges), and treatment without health cards. Inner city outreach services offer emergency 

first aid, other medicd treatrnent, and hann reduction services such as needle exchanges and 

fiee condoms. Health care professionals also provide heaith seNices to homeles 5 people 

during clinic hours on certain days at shelters and &op-ins. 



2.5 Street youth in Toronto 

In al1 major urban centres in Canada, youth homelessness is on the nse (Report, 1999). 

Annual appraisals of the number of street youth in Toronto range fkom 10.000 to 20.000 

(Brannigan & Caputo, 1993). Most urban centres in Canada have attempted to grapple with 

understanding the nature, scope, needs of, and responses to youth homelessness (see the 

Caigary Study, KufeIdt & Nimmo, 1987; Hagan & McCarthy's study of  street youth in 

Toronto and Vancouver, 1997; and the Social Planning Council of W ï p e g  Study, IWO),  

however there have been few rigorous and systematic examinations of street youth in Canada 

2.5.1 Researcb issues 

Descriptive information on street youth must be interpreted with some caution k'cause it is 

impossible to determine the generalizability of researçh findings. Like homeless adults, the 

absolute size of the population of street youth is unknown, and consequently, deriving a 

probability sample of street youth is unlikely. Further, &ont-line workers in socid service 

agencies which target Street youth report that the population is highly diverse ancl transitory 

(Surbeck, 1997). This makes it difficdt to stratiQ youth into geographical c1ustc:rs (Hagan & 

McCarthy, 1997 and Smart et al., 1992). Further, researchers have typically r e k d  on social 

service agencies to gather data on street youth. Consequently, youth who avoid social service 

agencies (Le., "hard-to-reach" youth) may be either excluded or underrepresentecl in research 

on street youth. Further, street youth may avoid contact with researchers because they are 

minors (i.e., under 16 years of age), wanted by the law, or reluctant to talk about sznsitive 



issues such as substance use, family abuse, and illegal activities (Hagan & McCarthy, 1997). 

In spite of the rnethodologic challenges inherent in studying street youth diverse sources of 

data on street y o d  have accumulated (e.g., community reports and a few studies by 

independent researchers). The following sections describing street youth integra~e these data 

sources where appropriate, but wiil draw heavily on two of the more ment and extensive 

studies of street youth in Toronto. One of these is a study of youth homelessnesc and crime 

conducted by sociologists at the University of Toronto (Hagan & McCarthy, 1997) and the 

other is a study conducted by researchers at the Addiction Research Foundation (ARF) in 

Toronto which focuses on dmg and alcohoI behaviour of street youth (Smart et al., 1992). 

Both of these s u e s  employed sarnpling techniques which sought to enhance the 

representativeness of their samples. Hagan & McCarthy (1 997) used a purposivt. sarnpling 

technique which relied on the knowledge of experts, and Smart et al. (1992) usecl a 

randomized selection strategy, involving systematic procedures when possible. 130th studies 

included street youth from agency and non-agency settings. 

2.5.2 Defining s e t  vouth 

There are no clear conceptual boundanes definhg street youth as the group does not represent 

a homogeneous community. For example, researchers may define street youth based on their 

age, reason for leavïng home (i-e., maways vs. throwaways), the tength of time youth have 

been on the street, and shelter conditions (Le., youth in hostels vs. youth living literaily on the 



street). In Toronto, hostels and other social service agencies generally consider homeless 

people between the ages of 16 and 24 to be youth (Hagan & McCarthy, 1997). Further, street 

youth may distinguish themselves by sexuai orientation. ethnicity. length of tirne on the street. 

or membership into a particdar subculture, and shared characteristics and interests cannot be 

assumed. The cleavages and distinctions that exist among this group are evident in Toronto, 

in part, by the various youth subcuitures and the agencies that they frequent (Steve G a e a  

persand communication, Febnrary 5, 1998). 

Demographic characteristics derived Corn Hagan & McCarthy's large sample of Toronto 

street youth (390) suggested that street youth were disproportionately male with ;hout two- 

thirds male and one-third femaie, and on average males were older than femaies [ 1997). 

These fmdings are consistent with other studies of street youth in Toronto (see Janus et al., 

1987 and Smart et al., 2 9W), Vancouver (see Hagan & McCarthy, 1 997) and a study of 

Calgary street youth (see Kufeldt & Nirnmo, 1987). Over 50 percent of the youtli in Hagan & 

McCarthy's Toronto sample had been on the meet for more than a year, with 36 percent on 

the street for two or more years. And, while about 40 percent of youth had iefi h ~ m e  four or 

more times, 30 percent reported that it was their fim time leaving home (Hagan .B McCarthy, 

1997). Srnart et al. (1 992) reported similar findings. In addition, the largest share of youth 

(about 50%) in the Smart et al. sample left home between the ages of 11 and 15. 

Another salient characteristic of street youth, consistent across the literature, is that their 



education has k e n  interrupted. The modal youth in Hagan & McCarthy's shidy had a grade 

nine education, and about one in five left school after grade eight (1997). Findings fiom a 

recent report of the Community Social Planning ~ounci l  of Toronto (CSPC-T, 1 W 8 )  on street 

youth were similar. In this survey of 7 1 Street youth, almost a quarter reported tkat they had 

not completed high schooi, and 1 5 percent had grade eight or less. Smart et aL's t'uidings 

among a group of 145 street youth b m  agency and street setting idcated that g8 percent of 

youth lefi school before completing grade 12 (1 992). 

Although street youth come h m  a range of family backgrounds, certain backgrcund 

characteristics are common among them (Hagan & McCarthy, 1997; Surbeck, lc97). 

Evidence suggests that the majority of street youth in Toronto come fiom disrupted families 

(Hagan & McCarthy, 1997; Smart et al., 1992). Less than a third of the youth in Hagan & 

McCarthy's sample reported living with both of their biological parents at the tinir: that they 

lefi home, a quarter of these youth lived in recomtituted families (i.e., with a stepmother or 

stepfather), and the rest Iived with a single mother or in a foster or group home ( 1997). 

Hagan & McCarthy (1992) found differences in family class background and fandy structure 

which related to youth's chances of king on the street. The odds of youth king on the street 

were four times greater for youth of single parents who were unemployed or houi~holds 

where both parents were unemployed when compared to other (higher) class catr gories. 



2.6 Why youth leave home 

Up until recently, homeless youth were synonymous with runaways. Runaways -Acre thought 

to leave home prematurely seeking fieedom fiom parental authority and the thriil ruid 

adventure of m e t  We (Hagan & McCarthy, 1997). It was assumed that youth wentually 

returned home, after the excitement of independence wore off. Youth who defied this normal 

adolescent behaviour and did not retum home, were thought to be unusual perhaps due to 

psychological or pahlogical persooalities. 

The false assumptions embedded in this "individual pathology perspective" of youth 

homelessness were initially exposed through research in the 1980s which reveaicd that the 

great majority of homeiess youth were neither thriil seekers nor deranged. Mead ,  ninning 

away was an adaptive response to intoIerable home situations. Janus and his co1:eagues' 

study of juvenile runaways offered one of the earliest sources of data on street ycuth in 

Toronto (1 987). Data collected fkom 149 adoIescents revealed that the great majority of the 

youth lefi home because of physical and sexual abuse (73 and 5 1 percent respectxely). 

Further, in many cases, youth were thtowaways (Le.? kicked out of their family homes) rather 

than runaways. 

Although the generalkability of the findings fiom Janus et al. (1987) was limitecl because the 

sample included only youth fiom Covenant House (a downtown Toronto youth shelter), other 

sources have ieported similar accounts of abuse. Kufeldt & Nimmo's study of Calgary street 



youth also found that the vast majority of their sample of 489 runaways had expenenced 

family abuse (1 987). More recent studies of more diverse samples of street youtli in Toronto 

dso confirmed Janus et a l 3  fmdings (Hagan & McCarthy. 1997: Smart et al.. 1 W2).  A 

Toronto public health report profiling youth and a report by a Toronto hedth cluic serving 

street youth reported that approximateIy 70 percent of street youth experience fain ily physicai 

a d o r  s e d  abuse (Kendall, 1994; Surbeck, 1997). - 

In addition to abuse, street youth ieave home @th ninning away and king  throan out) due 

to other family related problems, and ofien it is a blending of causes. These include conflicts 

with stepfamily memben, heavy drug use and/or alcohol use by parents, dispute5 over youth's 

dmg a d o r  aicohol use, sexual partnen, and fiiends, and hostility and intolerance to youth 

because of sexual orientation (Hagan & McCarthy, 1997; Smart et al., 1992; Surixck, 1997). 

Hagan & McCarthy (1997) found that family problems were associated with proldems at 

school. It is possible that school problems exacerbate faaiily problems and vice versa. 

2.7 Life on the street 

Evidence from studies of street youth in Canada (see McCarthy & Hagan, 199 1 ; Kufeldt & 

Nimmo, 1987) suggest that while there are differences between homeiess adults .md youth 

(e.g., prevalence and types of mentai illness), adolescents share the fùndamental xperiences 

of extreme poverty, lack of shelter, hunger, unemployment, trouble with the police, crime, 

and harassrnent with their adult counterparts. The majority of the youth in the H.a;~an & 



McCarthy study (1 997) ofien went without shelter. food, work, or money, and CO nsequently. 

youth spent a large proportion of their time searching for ways to meet survival r.eeds. 

McCarthy & Hagan (1992) caution that the separation of homeless adults fiom akdescents 

rnay not only obscure the similarïties between the two groups, but it may lead to the denial of 

the conditions of that lead youth to homelessness (Le.. reinforce the individual pathology 

perspective of m w a y  youth) and the conditions of homelessness. 

Regardless of background, on the street the need for money, food, shelter, and clathing seems 

to be common to al1 homeiess youth. For example, Kufeldt & Nimmo (1987) classified youth 

in their sample as either "me runaways" or "inners and outers". "Inners and outrrs" reported 

Ieaving and returning home repeatedly and spending shorter periods of time on the street. 

However, youth in both categories identified the need for financiai services, fooC, shelter and 

clothing when on the street. 

2.7.1 Unemplovment and ~ o v e r t y  

According to Statistics Canada, in 1998 the youth unemployment rate in Canada was f 5.2 

percent- Compounding the labour market conditions. street youth face baniers to 

employment related to their homelessness. Street youth's educational qualificatims are ofien 

insuficient, they lack a fixed address, telephone, access to appropriate clothing end hygiene 

facilities - ail of which are important to securing a job (CPSC-T, 1998). Although the 

majority of the youth (70%) in the Hagan & McCarthy study had worked since leaving home, 



most of the employment was part-time and temporary. At the time of the snidy, JO percent of 

the youth reported that they had not worked since leaving home and of those who reported 

past employment since king on the street. 62 percent were not employed (1992). The youth 

who were employed reported temporary? odd jobs (e.g., painting) or minimum w q e  jobs in 

the service sector. 

Given the bleak employment situation for Street youth, they appear to be in need of 

government provided financial assistance. However, just over half (53%) of youtli surveyed 

by Hagan & McCarthy (1992) had collected social assistance since leaving home, and 58 

percent of youth intervieweci by Smart et al. (1992) used welfare as an incorne SC urce in the 

month prior to the study. Hagan & McCarthy (1 992) M e r  explain that in most cases the 

money received was in the form of a one-time Emergency Welfare provision designed for 

individuals who need assistance but who lack the requirernents for standard welfm (e.g., 

proof of residency and proper identification). Youth in Hagan & McCarthy's study who did 

not apply for social assistance often did not know about the programs, lacked valid 

identification, and felt it was too much of a hassle. Agency workers also suggest that some 

street youth do not seek govenunent support because they are minors or wanted Iiy the law 

and they fear contact with authorïties (Cheryl White, personal communication, May 14, 

1998). 

In 1995. the Ontario Government cut social assistance rates and tightened restricions on 



eligibility, as mentioned in the earlier discussion on poverty in Canada- These clmnges have 

resulted in excluding many horneless youth fiom welfare provisions (CSPC-T, 1998). 

Eligibility for youth between 16 and 18 years old is now dependent on king in s:hool and 

having an adult trustee, both unreaiistic requirements for homeless youth (Natiorial Council of 

Welfare, 1997). At the same the, comunity education and employment promims, and 

other conimunity service agencies which cater to Street youth (e-g., Metro Youth Job Corps 

and KYTES), do not have stable, ongoing fiinding, and 40 percent of programs strving youth 

have lost paid stafhs a result of fhding cutbacks (CSPC-T, 1998). 

Although increases in the age of eligibility for social assistance are part of a largcr program of 

welfare reform, the action may also reflect policy makers' lack of understanding of the causes 

and conditions of youth homelessness. For example, Gill Jones (1 997, 1995), a researcher 

who studied patterns of young people leaving home in Britain suggests that policy makers 

assume normative patterns of leaving home based on a mode1 of econornic ratiordity. 

According to this perspective, it is taken for granted that youth ought to leave home only 

when they are financidly able to do so (e.g., mamed and employed), and thus lemring home 

involves choice. Youth who leave home at times that are not fiancially respnsible (Le., do 

not choose the most appropnate time to leave home) are seen as deviant and und.%e~ng of 

government support. Thus, governments might remove what they perceive as incentives to 

Ieaving home (e.g., welfare for youth between 16 and 18 years old). Jones asserts that policy 

directions based on the application of labels of deviancy and normality to patterns of leaving 



home are misguided since evidence suggests that fewer young people leave home to form 

partneahips and for other traditional reasons. Further, this policy approach denics the fact 

homeless youth do not leave home in accordance with a mode1 of economic raticnality, and in 

fact, leaving home is most likely to occur when someone has had little choice about the tirne 

of leaving (e-g., youth who are kicked out of their homes). 

in light of employrnent and social assistance constraints, recent studies of street youth in 

Toronto have reported a variety of alternative income generating activities. In efforts to meet 

survival needs, youth reported receiving money through criminal activity (e.g. drug ninning 

and prostitution), panhandling, and borrowing fiom relatives and fiends (Antoniades & 

Tarasuk, 1998; McCarthy & Hagan, 199 1 ; Smart et al., 1992). In addition, squeegeeingl has 

emerged as relatively new street-based activity that street youth engage in to ean: money 

(Antoniades & Tarasuk, 1998; CSPC-T, 1998). Despite these h o m e  generating activities, 

the majority of youth in these same studies indicated problems getting adequate lbod, money, 

and shelter. 

2.7.2 Shelter 

Horneless youth lack the income required for secure housing. in November I998, the 

maximum welfare shelter allowance for a single person was $350, while the ave~age rent in 

Toronto for a bachelor apartment was $555 (CPSC-T, 1998). Eligibiiity for this component 

' Squeegeeing is the practice of washing the windows of passing motor vehicles when they are stopped at major 
intersections, and then soliciting donations. 



of welfare requires first that proof of residency be demonstrated. In other words. Iiomeless 

youth must first find a landlord who will agree to rent an apartment to them. This 

requirement plus the current one percent r e n d  vacancy rate and the usual initial requirement 

of first and last month rents makes finding shelter in Toronto next to impossible. In addition 

to income, youth suggested that dismimination based on appeatances, poverty, and age 

prevented them fiom renting apartments (CSPC-T, 1998). 

Research and agency reports have documentai a variety of living situations amoiig street 

youth. They may literdy live on the Street (e-g. sleep on heat grates, under bridges, in parks 

or subway stations) or in "squats" (e-g., makeshift shelters or abandoned buildings), in 

shelters or hostels, or with fiends. Characteristically, youth move back and forth between 

these types of accommodations, reflecting the insecurity, instability, and dficuliies in hding 

shelter (McCarthy & Hagan, 1992 and Surbeck, 1997). According to the Toronto Hostel 

Division, about 325-340 youth use hostels nightly, and at least the same number seek shelter 

outside the hostel systern (CSPC-T, 1998). This is likely a reflection of capacity as well as 

other limitations of city hostels and shelters. McCarthy & Hagan (1 992) report that most 

youth who have stayed at hostels have also lost pnvileges to do so (e.g., for violating 

curfews). Youth who disliked staying at hostels cornrnonly explained that they disagreed 

with rules and regdations of the hostel, they distnisted other hostel residents. they wanted to 

avoid the infnngement of hostel workers, and they wanted to be with %ends (Hagan & 

McCarthy, 1997). 



2.7.3 Crime 

It is thought that the potential for involvement in criminal activity is greater for street youth 

than their non-homeless counterparts because of their greater risk of contact with the 

alternative underground economies of prostitution, narcotics, and theft1 (Brannipan & Caputo, 

1993). Forty-su< percent the Street youth surveyed (Hagan & McCarthy, 1997) n:ported that 

they had been in jail at Ieast once since they had left home- Breaking and entering homes or 

businesses was reported by 27 percent of the youth, 49 percent reported steaiing 3oods valued 

up to $50 and 42 percent reported stealing goods over $50. Other criminal involvement that 

youth reported since leaving home included: steaiing food (e.g., h m  convenience stories and 

supermarkets, and "dining and dashing" at restaurants) (46%); working in the se:< d e  

(30%); and selling dmgs (46%). illegal dmg use was also cornmon: marijuana (IIO%), 

hallucinogens (55%), cocaine (42%), and speed (34%). These fmdings on dmg iise are 

consistent with the prevalence figures found in studies conducted by the Addiction Research 

Foundation (Smart et al., 1992). Compared to youth living at home, criminal in% olvement 

was significantly higher among street youth, both before and d e r  leaving home, but a greater 

proportion of youth participated in illegai activities after they left home. 

Hagan & McCarthy (1997) m e r  the understanding of crime committed by strezt youth by 

explonng the relationship between situational adversity and street crime. ï h e  authors set out 

to explore foregound causes of delinquency and crime through the study of criminogenic 

' It is also important to recognize that Street youth are also the victims of crime; both males and f;:males reporced 
being the victirns of thet  sexual harasment, attacks and beatings since leaving home (Hagan & McCarthy, 
1997). 



situations. The authors contend that this approach, once central to the study of crime, has 

been overlooked by contemporary sociological criminology in favour of a focus 4111 

background and developmental factors which are thought to generate delinquent and criminal 

behaviour. In other words, researchers have focused on the role of childhood ami adolescent 

experiences in the home, school, and with peen in the propensity toward crime rather thaa the 

role of harsh conditions thai are potentially criminogenic. Drawing on descriptib e fidings 

from their sample of street youth, delinquency and situational adversi@ were me;isured. 

Delinquency was exploreci in three ways: food the& serious the& and prostitutiim; and three 

measures of situational difficulties were included: employment, hunger, and shelter. Resuits 

fiom this analysis shed light on the importance of situational factors common to ,meet life. 

They found that thefi of food and serious thefi increased with hunger, serious thefi and 

prostitution increased with problems of shelter, and prostitution increased with 

unemployment. In addition, while gender differences were observed - for example, females 

were more likely to participate in the sex trade and males had greater hvolveme~it in theft and 

were more likely to be incarcerated - the length of tirne on the street and living conditions 

(Le., being on the street for a long time and living on the street) were the most CO nsistent 

predictors of hunger, theft, illicit drug use, and incarceration. 



2.7.4 Health ~roblems of street vouth 

2.7-4.1 De~ression and suicide 

eases Concems about mental health. dmg and alcohol use. and sexually tmnsmitted di- 

dominate the literature on health and street youth. Since deuistitutionalization 01' mental 

health patients in Canada ùi the late 1960s, mental health problems are cornrnonly thought to 

be a central cause of homeiessness among aduits (CPHA, 1997; Daly, 1996; Report, 1999). 

However, among street youth, mental health problems seem to be treated as consequences of 

adolescence and homeiessness. For exampk, research on mental hedth and s e t  youth in 

Toronto focuses on depression, demoralization (Le., sense of hopelesmess and despair), and 

suicide (McCarthy & Hagan, 1992; Smart et al., 1992 ). These studies r e v d  disturbing 

findings on suicide. Suice leaving home, 27 percent of youth in the Hagan & McCarthy study 

had aied to end their lives. Forty-three percent of the youth in the Smart et al. sample had 

attempted suicide at some point in their lives, and although there was no change in the overal1 

percentage of suicide atternpts fiom 1990 to 1992, significantly more fernales interviewed in 

19% had anempted suicide than those i n t e ~ e w e d  in 1990 (6 1% vs. 42% respectively). 

Interestingly, Smart & Walsh (1993) investigated the relationship between feelings of 

depression and dnig and alcohol use, predicting that depression would be greatest among 

those who had problems with dmgs and alcohol or reponed heavy use. (Among college 

students and the general population, drug abuse and suicide have been found to te related.) 

However, the researchers found no relationships between depression and any of i heir alcohol 

or drug-use variables. 



2.7.4.2  dru^ and alcobol use and HIV 

Research by investigators at the Addiction Research Foundation (ARF) in Toronto ( S m  et 

al., 1992; Smart & Adlaf, 1991) found that 46 percent of street youth intervieweci reported 

clinically significant levels of alcohol problems (according to the CAGE diagnostic =ale). 

Heavy drinking (kquency of consuming five or more dnnks at a single sitting) was reported 

at least once in the prior four weeks by 63 percent of sample, whiIe a quarter repxted heavy 

drinking five or more times during the past four weeks. in a cornparison sample of Toronto 

students, 33 percent îeported drinkiog five or more drinks at a single sitting at leiut once, and 

only 3 percent reported this behaviour in the pnor four weeks. h g  problems were reported 

arnong users of crack, inhalants, and cocaine. Along with cannabis, a share of youth reported 

daily use of these dnigs (cannabis -15%, crack - 5%, c o c h e  - 3%, inhalants - 2%). Multiple 

dmg use was the nom. Forty-five percent of street youth reported that they were concerned 

about their drug use, 43 percent felt that they were unable to stop ushg dnigs, and 38 percent 

wished they used less dnigs. Compared to the school sample, street youth reportcd rates of 

use at least ten times higher for most drugs. Half of the sample reported both alcohol and 

dmg problems. 

Drugs which are used intravenously (IV) are perhaps the greatest public health concem 

because of the potential to spread hurnan Unmunodeficiency virus 0 infection through 

shared needles. In Toronto, 4 1 percent of the street youth who participated in the ARF study 

in 1990 reported iV drug use in their life; in 1992, the figure decreased to 28 perccnt (Smart 



et al., 1992). Similar findings were evident in a more recent study of 919 meet youth, 13-25 

years old, in Montreal (Roy et al., 1 998). Thirty-six percent of the participants u t  the 

Montreai study reported that they had used N drugs in their lifetirne; and the prevalence of 

HIV was 1.85 percenf 3.7 times higher than the rate estimated for the general population. 

These disturbing findings prompteci Roy et al. to develop a prospective cohort stdy to 

investigate HIV and cimg-reiated behaviour among Street youth over t h e .  Some of the data 

collected 6om 459 street youth who had completed the badine and second interviews by 

Januaxy 1997 have been published (see Roy et al., 1998). At the six month period, 19 of the 

277 youth wbo reported that they had never injected drugs in their initial interviews, reported 

that they had since begun injection dnig use. More directly connected to HIV ùuèction, 1 1 of 

the 19 new injectors had borrowed used needles and reported that they had also l m  or given 

their own used needles; among "stable hjectors" (jouth who had injected in the iix months 

pior  to the initial interview and continued doing so at the second in te~ew) ,  18 9ercent 

reported never sharing needles at the second interview and 10 percent reported that that they 

had started to do so between the two interviews. Srnart et aI. (1992) reported that needle- 

sharing among N dnig users had declined fiom 27% in 1990 to 15% in 1992, however, they 

caution that the small sample size precluded an adequate statistical test for this ciiange. 



2.7.4.3 Sexuaüv trarnsmitted diseases 

The sexud activity that street youth engage in, especially those who work in the jex trade, 

also raises public health concems regarding the transmission of HTV and other sexually 

transmitted diseases (STDs). Sex is a commodity that street youth can trade for tood, shelter, 

money, clothing, dmgs, and aicohol. The more desperate youth becorne (i-e., the longer that 

youth are on the street and the more street-based living conditions are), the more likely they 

are to be involved in the sex trade or "survival sex" (McCarthy & Hagan, 1991). This 

situation puts them at increased risk for HrV and other STDs. MacDonald et al. : 1 994) 

analyzed data fiom the Canada Youth and AIDS Si@ and Street Youth and AIDS reports 

(see Radford et ai., 1989) to explore sexuai activity and correlates of nsk taking in sexual 

activity among street youth in Canada. They found that the majontyof street yoiith (95% of 

males, 93% of females) were sexualiy active. Of these youth, almost half reported at Ieast ten 

different sexual partners; and among sex trade workers, 71% of the females and 52% of the 

males reported sex with more than 100 different parmers Although sex trade workers 

reported more consistent condom use (55% of males and 58% of females) compzued to street 

youth not working in the sex made (behiveen 10-25% consistent condom use), thcy reported 

the highest rates of S T D  diagnoses. Overall, 16 percent of the males and 30 percent of the 

fernales reported having a STD diagnosed at Ieast once, while these figures were 45 and 68 

percent respectively for sex d e  workers. These rates are significantly higher ttian Canadian 

school drop-outs who lived at home (9%) and first year college students who wei-e less than 

2 1 years old (9%) who were surveyed during the same year. 



In addition to mental health, drug, and alcohol problems, and high rates of STDs. extreme 

poverty and a lack of shelter exposes street youth to a host of diseases. In Canada and the 

United States, patterns of heaith care utilization and medical records indicate that m e t  youth 

suffer fiom high rates of periodontal disease, dermatological problems (e-g., scaties, lice, and 

fiingus), nutritional problems, hepatitis, respiratory infections, tuberculosis, and pregnancy 

(CPHA, 1 997; Deisher & Rogers, 199 1; Goldman, W88; Reuler, 199 1 ; Rew, 1906; Sheman, 

1992; and Wang et al., 199 1 ). It is not surprishg then that Toronto street youth were more 

likely than a student sample to rate their health as fair or poor (2 vs. 38%, Smart et al., 1992). 

2.7.5 Food and nutrition ~robiems 

In Canada, few -dies have explored food problems and nutritional weii-king among 

homeless people (see Bunston & Breton, 1 990 and Tarasuk & Woolcott, 1 994), and only one 

of these focused on street youth (Antoniades & Taras& 1 998). Antoniades & Tarasuk 

(1 998) assessed the nature and extent of f d  scarcity among a sarnple of 88 Toronto street 

youth. The sample was drawn kom three her-city agencies specializing in sen ices for 

street youth; interviews were conducted with adolescents, ages 16 to 25 years, whose housing 

was unstable or inadequate. Findings from this study indicate that alrnost two thirds of youth 

interviewed were having difficulties getting enough food to eat or were concemed about their 

ability to do so. The authors caution that results fiom the study likely underestintate the true 

level of food scarcity among Toronto street youth because they reflect only the experiences of 

street youth using community services. Data were not collected in non-agency scttings and 



consequentiy, youth who may have k e n  more vulnerable to food probiems were excluded 

from the midy. Despite the limited size and composition of the sample, key results from this 

study echo findings from the larger and more representative sarnple of street youA in the 

Hagan & McCarthy study (1997). 

Most of the youth (76%) in the Hagan & McCarthy sample tiad gone an entire day without 

eating at l e s t  on one occasion since leaving home, 46 percent reported that they went hungry 

a number of tirnes, and nine percent reported that they were unable to iind food rnost of the 

time (McCarthy & Hagan, 1992). About half of the youth sampled in Antoniades & 

Tarasuk's study reported some hunger and/or absolute food deprivation within 30 days pnor 

to the time of interview (1998). Further, youth who were living on the street (Le , sleeping on 

the street or in "squats") rather than in shelters, hostels, or 4 t h  friends, and thosc relying on 

street-based activities (Le., panhandling or squeegeehg) rather than welfare, hosel 

allowances, prostitution, or friends, as a main source of income, were especially vulnerable to 

food deprivation. These results are supported by Hagan & McCarthyys hd ings  (1 997) that 

hunger increased with street association (i.e., living condition and dmtion of tinie on the 

street). 

Street youth in the Hagan & McCarthy study (1997) reported acquinng food fiooi a variety of 

sources including grocery stores, &ends, fast food restaurants, and meal services in hostets. 

Most youth relied on multiple sources of food with social senice agencies (including meals 



from hostels) k ing  the most common single food source (58 percent reported using meds 

provided by social service ageacies). Stealing h m  p e r y  stores for food, exckanging sex 

for food, scrounging through garbage for food. and picking up left-over lunches in school 

yards were aiso reported. Youth in Antoniades & Tarasuk7s study also reported ihat food 

iÏom &op-in centres, hostels and shelters were the most common sources of fml(1998). 

Only about one percent of youth in this sample reported using food banks, while about a 

quarter of the sample of street youth in the ARF study reported using food banks ~vitbin 30 

days prior to the time of interview (Smart et ai., 1992). But, as Antoniades & Tamuk (1998) 

point out, it is likely that food h m  food banks were an indirect source of food for youth 

since food banks supplied at least some of the food served at charitable meal p r o ~ s .  

in spite of the range of food sources that street youth draw upon and the use of  cliaritable 

meal progmns in particular, food deprivation and hunger are common. Street ycuth 

identified food as one of the most important problems that they faced (Smart et al., 1992). 

These disturbing findings regarding food deprivation echo earlier findings fiom studies of 

street youth in the United States (e-g., Greenblatt & Roberston, 1993). Although no study has 

investigated the nutritional status of street youth, clearly there is reason for concem. 

Research and reports on homelessness invariably conclude that homeless people have 

di ff~culties meeting basic needs (i-e., food, clothing, and shelter). Medical records cite 

diagnoses of "malnutrition" and "nutritional deficiencies" arnong homeless patients 

(Go ldman, 1 988; Reuler, 1 99 1 ; S hennan, 1 992 ). 



Street youth face many of the same barriers to adequate food and nutrition as horneless adults. 

Homeless people lack access to cooking and food storage facilities and because they cannot 

f iord to buy quality food regular!~, they rely on cheaper fast-foods and the variable meal 

schedules of fiee sources of food such as shelters, hostels. dropin centres, and treal programs 

(Gelberg, et al., 1 995). Consequently, homeless people are at risk for nutritional pro blems. 

Food scarcity, hunger and nutritionai inadequacies among homeless adults have lwen widely 

documented by nutrition researchers in the United States (see Cohen et al., 1992: Dralce, 

1992; Luder et al., 1989, 1990; Wiecha, 1993, 1991). 

As with adults, chronically p r  nutrition may increase the risk of h d t h  related problems and 

heighten vulnerability to the dangers associated with Street Iife. Food is a basic requirement 

for day-to-day survival, and street youth may have additional requirements due to growth and 

pregnancy. Poor nutrition among street youth may also have a negative impact on Iifelong 

health since the onset of nutrition-related chronic illnesses (e.g., osteoperosis) later in life 

may be influenced by nutrition during adolescence. 

2.8 Research rationale, goals, and objectives 

In urban centres across Canada, the growing population of meet youth has recehred written 

attention from the media, joumalists (see Weber, 1991 ), and the community of front-line 

workers. However, street youth have scarcely been studied by the academid res<arch 

community. A t  the core of what is known about street youth is the worrisome fast that youth 



are struggling to meet their basic food and shelter needs. One might expect to fiid nutrition 

research on street youth in the food secwîty literature, however, to date, food ins~urity has 

predominantly been conceptuaiized and studied at the household level (Campbell & 

Desjardins, 1989; Radimer et al., 1992; Tarasuk & Beatoo, 1999). 

2.8.1 Household food insecuritv 

Food security is a normative definition that is applicable in the context of food-nch, 

industriaiized countries. The concepts of food access. nutritional adequacy, food de@, and 

social acceptability as it relates to acquiring food are embraced in the definition (see Davis et 

al ., 1 99 1 ). Theoretical1 y, food security applies to d l ,  however it has only emerged as a field 

of study due to a recognition that poorest people in society were not food secure. Research 

has focused on food insecurity at the household level where a range of severity ui food 

insecurity has been documented. The least severe fonn takes place when unceminty around 

obtaining food in socially acceptable ways is experienced, and the most severe fcmn is the 

physical and psychological consequences of hunger that occurs when people do iiot eat 

enough because of insufficient resources (Campbell & Desjardias, 1989; Kendall a al., 1995 

and Radimer et al., 1992). In f d  insecure households, food is an elastic resource whereby 

money to purchase food can be diverted to satisQ more urgent or inelastic needs (e.g., 

housing). The numerous coping techniques employed as households struggle to manage food 

situations have k e n  documented. For example a recent study of very low income mothers 

found that in addition to the use of food banks, women delayed bill payments, gave up 



services (e.g., telephone), sold household and personal possessions, sent children for meals 

outside of the home, and purchased food on credit to strettch the money available for food 

(~a&uk & Beaton 1999). This study found evidence of nutritional inadequacy among the 

participants despite the use of these reçources. 

2.8.2 Food iosecorit~ and homelessness 

Clearly, homeless youth lack even such scant resourçes to draw upon, and thus their food 

acquisition strategies are likely to be different. For example, wbile the impact of food banks 

on the nutritionai needs among very low income domiciled families has been studieà, food 

banks are not likely to be utilized by homeless youth since they lack facilities for storing and 

preparing food. Experiences of food insecurity appear to be shaped by the conte:a within 

which they occur. Since the context of homelessness differs h m  that of housed people, 

experiences of food insecurity, hunger? and coping strategies at the household-lexl are not 

likely transferable to street youth. 

In order to conceptualize food insecurity among street youth, and evaluate existirig programs 

and services to ultimately develop appropriate and effective interventions, it is nccessary to 

learn about their context-driven food experiences. Existing information about Street youth 

suggests that street youth are a diverse population and their Iives are characterized by 

instability and chaos. The continuous smiggle that street youth engage in as thej attempt to 

satisQ food needs is a central part of street life. While community reports, studics on crime 



and substance abuse, and some medicai records have touched upon the problematic nature of 

food and nutrition for Street youth, the purpose of this study is to explore the ways in which 

the day-to-day lives of street youth both shape and are shaped by their food expeiiences. In 

other words, this study wiii explore the context-driven nature of food insecurity m o n g  street 

youth. 

2.83 Researcb obiective 

The objective of this research project is to develop an understanding of food insecurity among 

a group of homeless youth living in downtown Toronto through an exploration of their 

experiences of food acquisition, selection, and consumption; food deprivation; aiid survival, 

well-being, and social interaction in relationship to food. Given the paucity of nutrition 

research in the area of street youth, this study is exploratory in nature. Research on the food 

expenences of this growing vulnerable population will provide data that can be ised to 

improve interventions aimed at removing the barriers that constrain nutrition, hedth, and 

well-being arnong horneless youth. 



3. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 

3.1 Theoretical stance 

My theoretical stance is "critical", meaning that my understanding of the nature of society is 

rooted in the belief that individuals' lives are fiindamentally shaped by their position in 

relationship to society's economic and social structures. These stmctures exist ui ways which 

privilege certain groups over others and promote and perpetuate inequality (Grat b, 1990). 

For example, poor people, certain racial groups, and women exercise less social and 

economic power than wealthyy white men in Society. in this study, homeless youth are 

disadvantaged socially due to their young age, severed family ties, and living cirïumstances 

and economically due to their extreme poverty. This stance is grounded empiriwlly in 

differing rates of aicoholism, dnig problems, crime victimization, stress, school dropout, 

unemployment, depression and suicide, and experiences of domestic violence mmng 

homeless youth as compared to youth in general (McCarthy & Hagan, 1992; Kerdall et ai.. 

1994; Smart & Adlaf, 1991; Smart & Walsh, 1993). From this standpoint, poveity and 

homelessness are the result of injustices characteristic of advanced capitalist societies Iike 

Canada. 

A goal of cntical research is to provide counier-hegemonic writings. This type of research 

provides an opportunity for marginalized groups to be heard and takes a small stcp toward 

having their interests met (Poland, 1997). This study expl icitly aims to reveal and make 

public the forces (often hidden) that oppress and constrain homeless youth. Like "race" and 



"gender'?. "street youth" and "homeless youth" are social constmcts ixnbued with meanings 

related to bodies of ideas, noms, and ideologies. A critical research approach looks for 

meaning beyond appearances with the assumption that ". . .beneath the surfiace world of 

accepted appearances. ..the darker, oppressive side of social life [will be revealecl]" (Thomas. 

1 993, p. 34). Rather than merely describhg the experiences of a group of Street youth, this 

study will offer a critical interpretation of the data. 

3.2 Persoaal bistory 

I come to this research with a background in political studies and nutrition and dretetics. This 

educational mix led to an academic interest in issues related to the weLfare state, social 

stratification, and health and well-king. The field of food k u r i t y ,  dealing with the social, 

political, and economic aspects of food and nutrition, was a sensible niche in which to pursue 

these interests. Throughout the course of my studies 1 have been involved with marginalized 

populations at the community level. 1 worked as a tenants-rights advocate and anti- 

discrimination worker at Project Genesis in Montreal, and in Toronto, 1 have volunteered as 

an intake worker at the Daily Bread Food Bank and as a food m e r  for Meals on Wheels. 

These expenences have fostered in me respect and compassion for individuais coping with 

food insecurity and have exposed me to the systern of charitable food assistance. Through 

my experiences and studies, I began to question the meaning and appropriateness of the 

charitable response to food insecurïty. With the election of a Consecvative Ontario 

government whose deficit reduction agenda has come at the expense of social programs and 



wi th reports of growing poverty and food bank use in Toronto (Davis & Tarasuk. 1 994)- 1 am 

increasirigly concemed about the well-king of Toronto's poor. 

ïhe decision to focus on Street youth was a pragmatic one. It seemed that because of my age, 

I might relate more easily and comfortably to street youth rather than homeless adults, whom 

according to my initiai calculations were generally older aduits. However, just pn'or to 

beginning my graduate studies, a family tragedy heightened my compassion for the pli& of 

homeless youth. My mother was diagnosed with colon cancer, and d e r  several months of 

ghastly deterioration, she passed away. With the loss of my mother, 1 experienced a profound 

sense of dislocation h m  this world which has manifested in me a bodily sensation of 

emptiness, awakening me to what my mother was in my Me. This feeling leads m e  to think 

about the void and pain that stree!t youth live with. Empahy for the emotional injustices that 

street youth live with and admiration for their capacity to endure permeate my cancem for the 

social and materiai injustices that they face. 

33  Critical ethnography 

This study employed a qualitative research approach, relying on participant observation and 

in-depth interviews as the methods of collecting data This approach was selected because it 

allowed for an in-depth exploration of the food experiences of street youth at a drop-in 

faciIity. Because of the context-driven nature of food insecurity, it was important to be able 

to l e m  about food experiences within the everyday lives of these youth in a "naturai" setting. 



The specific methodologic approach taken in this study was cntical ethnography. This 

approach has grown out of the more conventional ethnography, corning fiom a kag tradition 

of social science inciuding the disciplines of anthropology, history, philosophyt education, 

and sociology. Generally, in conventional ethnography, the researcher immerses him or 

herself in the culture of the research participants so that he or she may describe and interpret 

the culture in ways that ''give voice" to the participants' perspectives (Opie, 1993). in 

addition to analyzing and describing culture, criticai ethnographers seek to cal1 into question 

cornmonsense assumptions and "open to scrutiny othenwise hidden agendas, power centers, 

and assumptions that inhibit, repress and constrain" (Thomas, 1993, p.3). Homeless youth 

were the culture of interest in this study. Arguably, these youth comprise a distinct culture 

and share experiences which shape their food experiences. 

3.4 Emergent design 

This study involved an emergent design whereby 1 routinely adjusted my inquiry plans in 

response to what was learned in the field (Denzin & Lincoln, 1995). Characteristic of critical 

ethnography, this approach recognizes that conceptualization of the research foctis often 

occurs after data collection begins, d e r  the researcher has begun to understand the cultural 

nuances being observed (Thomas, 1 993). in this case. the original aùn of the resmrch was to 

explore food experiences among a range of Street youth subcultures rather than f x u s  on 

squeegee kids' . At the outset of the study, 1 met with seven front-line workers nom six 

di fferent agencies that provided shelter, health, and dropin seMces to m e t  youth to forge 

links with several &op-ins for possible research sites and gain an understanding of the 



different street youth subcultures - the features which d e h e  the group. where thcy 

congregate, and specific issues pertinent to food experiences. Yonge Street was suggested as 

an important geographical boundary, and during the first three months in the field. 1 spent 

time weekly at two &op-ins, one known to be used by "Yonge Street kids" and another where 

"Queen Street kids" hung out- Field notes fiom tirne spent at both the Yonge and Queen sites 

were recorded and interviews including two with Street youth recruited h m  the Yonge site 

were conducted. Mer this time, an appreciation for the heterogeneity of the street youth 

population had been gained, and it was decided that an in-depth exploration of each of the 

various subcultures was beyond the scope of the research project. "Queen Street kids" at the 

Queen Street site, most of whom squeegeed for a living, became the focus of the study. 

Thus, the data collected h m  field notes and i n t e ~ e w s  at the Yonge Street site were not 

included in the formal data analysis- 

The decision to focus on homeless youth at the Queen Street site was made because the youth 

at this site and I had developed an easy, ongoing relationship. Greater rapport was 

established with youth at this site than at the second site in part because youth at the Queen 

Street site were a more cohesive group, and we had more fiequent and regular inseraction. 

The youth at the Yonge Street site represented many distinct groups and our encc~unters were 

erratic. As well, the staff  culture at the Queen site created an atmosphere that was conducive 

to the research needs. At the Yonge site, the supervisory role of staff(among wtom 1 was 

included) was emphasized, and staff were asked not to speak to any youth for longer than 15- 

20 minutes at a tirne. These policies created and reinforced power dynamics that impeded the 

   ou th who squeegee. 



development of rapport. The staffat the Queen site adopted a more laissez faire stance with 

me and their clients, and they were supportive of the relationships that we develcped. 

Although interviews and obsemations fiom the Yonge Street site have not been treated as 

data, the knowledge gained through experiences at this site was usefül in illumin3ting 

relevant issues which were gleaned through the juxtaposition of observaîions and interviews 

fkom the two sites. For example, at the Yonge site 1 observed youth make choices between 

the fiee cold food (e.g., sandwiches) that was offered and the hot food (e.g., casimle) that 

could be purchased for ten cents; at the Queen site, there was no food o f f e d ,  but the youth 

had open access to kitchen facilities. The diff'erences in food access within the Yonge site 

and between the two sites, alerteci me to some issues related to purchasing food ES compared 

to food assistance. in the case of the Yonge site, staff believed it was important LO charge a 

nominal fee for food to instill a sense of pride and self-sufficiency. While youth at this site 

did not express positive fkelings about purchasing the onsite food and viewed ùiis policy as 

petty, youth at the Queen site did express positive feelings about purchasing food These 

feelings were related to accessing mainstream food rather than food assistance (see 6.2 Food 

acquisition strategies), thus spending money did not seem to be responsible for positive 

feelings associated with eating purchased food. 

3.5 Setting and sample 

The Queen Street site is a downtown drop-in for horneless and socially isolated people. It 

provided the pnmary site for both participant observation and recruitment of interview 



participants. The dropin operates daily. Monday to Friday fiom 1 1 :30 to 4:30 p m.. 

providing its users with d e  daytime shelter including fke  access to a kitchen. Izundry? 

bathroom and showering facilities, telephones, a computer, a photocopier, coffee and tea on a 

self-service basis. and a pool table. A communal area with tables and chairs corriprises the 

main area of the &op-in. Employment opportunities and other community information is 

posted at the dropin, and recreational programs such as a photography club and 3 cornmunity 

kitchen are available- In addition, staff mernbers attempt to provide dropin users with 

supportive links to health, legal, and other institutional resources. 

The majority of the clientele at the dropin were adults, however during my weekly visits, 

there were between five and 15 youth present, usually clustered around one or two tables. 

The observational data were based on the activity of youth at the dropin which included 

hanging out, doing laundry, cooking in the kitchen, eating, smoking, playing pool. and 

conversations and interactions which accompanied these activities. An estimated 100 

different youth, most of whom engaged in squeegeeing as a source of incorne, wcre 

encountered over the study period. Interactions with youth ranged from singular very brief 

or purely observational encounters to multiple, indepth conversations; significarit rapport 

was developed over time with severai youth with whom I regularly spoke. From this larger 

group of observed homeless youth, six (four males, two fernales) squeegee youth participated 

in in-depth interviews, 



3.6 Data collection 

The data in this study were comprised of field notes fiom participant obsemation sessions at 

the &op-in and in-depth interview transcripts, collected over a five month period beginning 

in February 1 998 and ending in July 1 998. The coIlection of data over time was cssential to 

gaining insight into the day-to-day Lives of street youth and their food experiences. 

Participant obsewation altowed for the development of rapport which was ftndamental to the 

recruitment of interview participants and the collectioa of observational and inte~view data. 

As well, the participant observation data which reflect the daily Mie circumstancces of youth in 

their natural setting, contributed a depth of mdema~lding that was neces- for meanin@ 

interpretation of the inteMew data 

3.6.1 Parîici~ant observation 

After gaining ethicai approval for the study and permission h m  the coordinator of the drop 

in, 1 began weekIy visits to the dropin. The visits were usually three and a half liours in 

length but ranged from two and a hatf to five hours depending on the cucurnstances of the 

day. For example, on a couple of occasions when the few street youth that were at the drop- 

in left to squeegee, 1 also lefi. Other times, engaging conversations and activity kept me at 

the &op-in for prolonged periods- 

I often sat at the tables in the dropin where street youth were situated, each tirne asking 

people at the tables if they minded- When I encountered youth for the first tirne, either 1 

introduced myself or an individual who knew me made the introductions. At thi:; point, I 



disclosed my student status and my interest in Iearning about the food experiences of Street 

youth. Over time, as we got to know each other, youth began inviting me to join them at their 

table for coffee, for a game of pool, or for a cigarette in the smoking room or outside. 1 also 

spent tirne in the kitchen where people (youth and non-youth) prepared food whizh was 

usually eaten at the tables in the main room or in the smoking rwm. Hanging araund the 

kitchen and sitting with youth while they ate allowed me to witness the interpersonal 

dynamics around food preparation and eating. 

Although 1 was specifically interested in the activities of youth, 1 engaged in con-u'ersations 

with many of the older clientele at the dropin. There were certain adults whom [ got to know 

because they interacted extensively with the youth. Other adults approached me, curious 

about my role at the drop-in. Discussions with adults about the study provided iiisight into 

some of the differences between the outlooks of those who had experienced long-term 

poverty and insecure housing and those of the young people who were relatively new to the 

streets. Despite my expianations about my research, people ofien treated me as if 1 were a 

staff member. Over tirne, 1 becarne a farniliar face, and even if people were unsure about my 

role at the &op-in, my presence seemed sanctioned. 

During the time at the &op-in, 1 engaged in casual conversations with horneless outh and 

other people. initial interactions often involved a brie€ discussion of food experisnces since 

this became a topic of conversation as soon as I introduced myself and expressed my 

interests. Subsequent conversations over the five month period spanned a variety of subjects 



as directed by the youth. These interactions were naturai in that they arose out of the youth's 

desire to share news with me or engage in a discussion with a particda- focus. ïhese 

conversations tended to revolve around issues pertinent to youth's &y-to-day lives such as 

relationships breaking up, experiences of police harasment, and appraisals of lasi night's 

shelter. 

Data fiom encounters at the droph took the forrn of field-notes that were cornpl.rted shortly 

after each visit. Field notes were written in a journal format whereby 1 m r d e d  the date of 

the correspondhg e n w  and made detailed notes of observations, events and con-gersations of 

the day. For example, 1 recorded Wormation on ''food events" such as fights ovcr food, 

discussions about where, when, and what youth planned to eat that &y, stones of fimi 

sickness and hunger, and "non food events" which impacted youth's food situtions such as 

sickness, fines youth received for squeegeeing, and ejections from shelters. My 1-eflections 

and thoughts about the participant observation sessions, new understandings and ideas for 

exploration, issues that needed foilow-up or clarification, and reminders for the next visit 

were also recorded. The reflective process was enhanced by regdar, informal conversations 

about field experiences with my supervisor. 

Field notes provided information about the daily iives of street youth. These contextual data 

(Le., "non food events") were necessary for understanding the food and life experiences of 

street youth and were instrumental to a meaningfùl interpretation of interview data The 

quality of the data collected through participant observation was dependent on the 



development of rapport. This process represented a complex interaction betweeri me and the 

youth and is difficult to put into words, However, since the establishment of rapport was so 

critical to this research, reflecting on the pmess  of entering the field and endeavouring to 

descnbe the development of relationships with key infonnants is worthwhile. 

3.6.2 Entw iato the field 

During the first visit to the drop-in, the coordinator introduced me to a gentleman who was a 

regular and long tune client of the dropin. He showed me a r o d  the site while we talked 

about my interest in leaming about the food experiences of street youth and his rixent A I D S  

diagnosis and troubles retated to homelessness and drug addiction. When the toiu was over, 

the gentleman led me to the table of youth that 1 had caught glimpses of as we wdked around 

the building. Along with the k t  introductions, the gentlemen offered some aàvice: To me, 

"This is ~ teve '  . He's a good guy and can help you out.. .. Treat people with respect and 

you'll be fine." To Steve, "She's a student and she's here to leam-.. Be nice to her." 

The first conversation with Steve was a long and exciting expenence for me, heightened by 

the anticipation 1 had felt about king in the field for the first the.  Steve also seemed to 

enjoy the interaction. He expressed interest in my study and assured me that he would 

introduce me to other street youth and help pmvide me with al1 the information 1 needed. We 

spent a lot of time talking about Vancouver, where we were both frorn. As street youth 

passed by, Steve introduced me to them, and afier they le& he briefed me about Iiis 

' Al1 names are pseudonyms. 



reiationship with them and other particulam Steve seemed to be well-respected mong his 

peers and his testimonial - "she's cool" - which accompanied each introduction, ieemed to 

put youth at ease. 

On subsequent visits, 1 spent tirne with Steve and other street youth that he had introduced me 

to - especially his girlfiend and close fnends. Much of my time was spent Iistening in an 

nonjudgrnental way to what 1 was king told. Ouring this early period in the fiel& 1 usually 

did not initiate conversations and mostly spoke only to ask questions for clarificrtion. As my 

network of acquaintances grew, my credibiiity among the youth seemed to incmrise. 

Eventually, I began to feel accepted by certain youth and ongoing, cornfortable rclationships 

with several key youth (Le. Street youth whom 1 met early on and who were ofleri at the drop 

in) were developed. 

There were individuals (youth and adults) at the drop-in who, for whatever reasons, did not 

engage with me. In these cases, I made no attempts, apart fiom signals of recogrition such as 

a nod or a srnile, to approach these individuals. 1 respected people's pnvacy and space by 

sitting alone at tables when 1 was not invited to join anyone, reading rather than taking notes 

or gazing around the room while 1 sat alone, and nying to be sensitive and receptive to 

individuals' verbal and nonverbal cues. I was never confionted by anyone with riegative 

feedback about any of my behaviour at the drop-in. 



By the second month of participant observation. 1 was aware of the changed nature of the 

relationships between me and some of the youth. Youth distinguished me fiom *-outsiders" 

who had incorrectiy judged them to be bad and lazy people. The nature of our ccmversations 

shifted fiom educationd to confidentid. in th: beginning, youth responded to my "outsider" 

interest in their iives by teaching me about Life on the streets. Afier a certain point, youth 

began treating me like a confidante rather than a student, as if 1 were an "insider" or tnend 

who mderstood their Lives, I am not sure how this transformation occurred, but it manifesteci 

in events that signified the establishment of a IeveI of trust and rapport. On one occasion, a 

squeegee kid who I becarne fiiendly with introduced me to another youth. He explained that I 

was a nutrition student and then went on to say that "she's more like a counselor or fnend 

though". On another occasion, I was included in a g d - b y e  message that was dclivered by a 

street youth on behalf of a girl whom 1 met at the dropin who had been taken home by her 

mother the day prior. Al=, apart h m  one instance when a young man borroweci 25 cents 

from me and 15 minutes later, paid me back, no one ever asked me for money. This 

suggested to me that youth differentiated our reiationship fiom their relationship:; with 

"outsiders" whom they might approach for money by panhandling and squeegeeing. 

At times other than my weekly participant observation visits, 1 periodically ran Üito youth 

fiom the drop-in on the street. My insider status was evidençed during one of thcse 

encounters. One evening, I was wallung near the drop-in and a man approached me for spare 

change. A squeegee kid fiom the &op-in who had spotted me from the intersect on, 



interrupted the exchange, calling out to the man. "Don't ask her for rnoney. man- She dues 

more for the Street kids than money could buy." 

Certain youth seerned to look forward to my arriva1 and sought me out during visi ts to share 

personal news such as last night's upsetting experience of seeing a fiiend overdose on heroin, 

breakups, updates on apartment and job searches, outcornes of calls to family rnembers, 

negotiations with weIfare and Children's Aid, invitations to upcoming eveuts, etc. These 

youth seemed to take pleasure h m  out discussions. They inquired about my ne:a visits to 

the dropin; and during visits, when they left the dropin for periods of tirne, an effort was 

made to secure t h e  with me later in the day. 

The time 1 spent at the dropin may be compared to the process of cultural imrneision. 1 

sought to gain an understanding of the food and life experiences of homeless youh through 

observing, listening, and seeking clarification when necessary. t adopted an open. tentative, 

and respectfùl stance in rny interactions with the youth, assuming that the youth h e w  more 

about the research area than I did. Early in the field, I experienced a kind of "culture shock" 

when my understandings and beliefs about daily life, based on my lived reality, were 

confionted by the homeless youth's lived reality. At times. this process was oveiwhelrning 

and disturbing as I tried to make sense of the cornmonalties that we shared as huinan beings 

and the injustices that permeated the youth's lives. Although undeniably incompkte, the 

process of cultural immersion was one whereby over time I becarne a misted Iistcner for 

several youth at the drop-in, becomîng privy to their personai life experiences. lhese key 



relationships and weekly observations at the diopin provided me with an insider's 

perspective on the day-to-day lives of homeless youth. 

3.6.3 In-depth interviews 

Afier two months in the field, between April and June 1998, uidepth, tape recorded 

interviews were conducted with six homeless squeegee kids (four males, two feniales) fiom 

the drop-in (see 4. INTERVIEW PARTICIPANT PROFILES for the backgrcmds of 

these individuals). The sampling method that was used is known as purposive convenience 

sarnpling (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) whereby 1 selected youth for interviews d e r  we had 

developed a trusthg relationship. The objective of conducting inteniews was to gather 

information specificaily related to food issues. The interview participants had to meet the 

following selection criteria: they had to be homeless, meaning that at the time of the 

interview, their shelter was inadequate or insecure (e.g. they were literally sleepiiig on the 

streets, in "squats", or ternporady at fiiends' or relatives'); and between the ages of 16-24. 

These cnteria are consistent with how researchers and service providers have deiïned Street 

youth. No youth under the age of majority in Ontario (16 years) were recruited, imd residents 

of hostels or shelters which provided full board were aiso excluded since food acquisition and 

scarcity were not likely to be concerns for these youth. Youth participated in interviews on a 

voluntary bais. 

In three cases, 1 asked the youth if he or she would be interested in participating in in-depth 

interviews. and in the other three cases, individuals offered to participate. No youth whom i 



approached, refüsed to participate in interviews; and d e r  the six interviews wert: cornpleted. 

several additional youth volunteered to participate in M e r  interviews, if necescary. No 

fürther interviews were conducted because after a prelirninary analysis of the data (both 

interview transcripts and field notes). concepts and categories related to the food experiences 

of youth at the &op-in began to repeat- This stage of qualitative research - often referred to 

as saturation - indicates that data collection is complete (Denzin & Lincoln, 1995). 

Each youth interviewe4 expressed approval of the study. Some saw it as an oppomiaity to 

set the record straight ami& an apparent media onslaught against squeegee kids- and others 

wanted to help out with my projet by providing me with important and relevant personai 

information. Youth were interesteci in the progress of the study and asked about it regularly. 

One youth requested and was given a copy of his i n t e ~ e w  transcript. Participation in 

interviews was by voluntary consent, and prior to the interview, the youth and I cliscussed the 

details of the consent form (Appendix A) which the youth was then asked to sigr. and given a 

copy of. 

Interviews were indepth and informal in style to elicit information that was detailed, 

emotionally rich, and meaningfui. Pnor to data collection, an interview guide (A-ppendix B) 

was developed to ensure that certain substantive areas relating to youtb's food ex periences 

were covered during interviews. The guide was informed by literature on homeless youth 

and food insecurity and included the following areas: eating patterns, food acquisition 

strategies, satisfaction with qualitative and quantitative aspects of food experiences, living 



situation. length of time on the Street, personal networks. and education. I used this guide as 

a checklist whereby at the end of each interview, the youth and 1 went through the List to 

ensure that al1 of the areas were covered. The checklist dso served to prompt thc youth to 

add any additional infonnation he or she thought was relevant to the listed topics. 

Each interview began with a reiteration of my interest in leamhg about the day-to-day lives 

of Street youth, with a particuiar interest in food experiences. 1 suggested that the youth 

might begin either by recounting the details of their &y yesterday or by bringing fonvard 

whatever he or she felt was an important or relevant place to start. Aithough most of the 

youth (four) explained that yesterday did not represent a typical day for hem, in d l  cases, 

youth discussed "yesterday". 1 asked youth to start oRby telling me where and vihen they 

woke up, and as they went through their day, 1 sought details about food and othcr activities 

such as squeegeeing and partying, the locations where and with whom these events occurred, 

and how decisions about how to spend the day were made. Thus, the interviews generally 

contained information about the events and experiences of yesterday and what was usual or 

typical. The direction of the conversation depended primarily on the youth and n hat he or she 

chose to discuss. However, 1 often brought up information that the youth had shiired during 

our time together at the dropin to check my interpretations and to gain a greater 

understanding of issues that seemed to be important. 1 sought clarification when necessary, 

probed areas relevant to food experience, and encouraged youth to taik about their 

experiences. 



The i n t e ~ e w s  took from one to two hours depending on the topics that youth introduced and 

the depth and detail that the youth relayed to me about his or her experiences. Eiich 

part ici pant was forma11 y interviewed only once. however, casual discussions rela ting to 

information addressed in interviews were often the subjects of conversations during visits to 

the drop-in after the interview event, The interviews occuned at a time and placl: that was 

convenient to the participants. Except in one case, i n t e ~ e w s  took place at a cafk-restaurant 

nearby the &op-in. As a resdt of events that occurred at the start of the fkst interview, 1 gave 

each participant five dollars for cigarettes at the beginning of each interview. I had planned 

to pick up the costs of snacks during the interview, however, when 1 asked the f h t  interview 

participant if she wanted anything, the participant responded that she would Iike cigarettes. I 

obliged, and in an effort to be equitable, 1 continuecl to offer both snacks and money for 

cigarettes to each interview participant. T'us, each interview encounter began M ith a stop at 

a store to purchase a pack of cigarettes. Ali of the interview participants acceptel cigarettes, 

so ft drinks, and only one participant, accepted a snack. 

One of the interview participants chose to have the interview at the drop-in; thus this 

interview took place in the smoking room at the &op-in. This interview was not tape 

recorded because the room was quite noisy, and 1 did not want to draw the attenton of others 

to the interview process. ùistead, extensive notes were taken during the interview. The 

interview was momentarily internipted a few Urnes by people asking for a cigare~te, a light, or 

someone's whereabouts, however, each tirne, the interview was reswned with ease. While 

going through the checklist at the end of this interview, several youth gathered around and 



asked about the study. Some of the youth present were familiar with the study and filled in 

the othen. People then began to talk about their food experiences and reiated issues. I 

sensed that with the intrusion of the group of youth, the onean-one, intimate interview 

dynarnic had been altered. in order to respect the i n t e ~ e w  participant's codidentiality and 

since the interview was coming to a close, 1 suggested to the participant that we terminate the 

interview and follow up on a subsequent visit, if necessary. The participant -dd. At the 

next visit to the dropin, the participant said that there was nothing that she waatcd to add to 

her interview. 

3.7 Data Analysis 

The purpose of data analysis was to develop a conceptuai fbmework for understanding the 

food experiences of street youth grounded in the data that were collected. The activity of 

making sense of or interpreting the data was undertaken by means of a variety of procedures 

that facilitated working back and forth between data and ideas (e.g., writing, coding the data, 

comparing codes and incidents within a code, and discussing ideas with o h ) .  Thus, the 

terni "grounded theory" may be used in a nonspecific way to refer to the anaiytic approach 

taken in this study. Data anaiysis was an interpretive and iterative process and ircluded 

organizing, reducing, and describing data; drawing conclusions and interpretatioiis nom the 

data; and ultimately, the development of a conceptual b e w o r k  for understanding the data. 

However, the highly systematic and rigorous set of data-collecting and analytic procedures 

that are delimited in grounded theoxy methodology (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) werc not strictly 

adhered to. 



There were two main stages of data analysis in this study: 1) Analysis during fieldwork (ie., 

the tirne I spent collecting data through participant observation and in-depth inteniews) and 

2) Analysis after fieldwork. Temporally, these stages were dinuict. however. the analyses 

arising fiom each were overlapping and munially informing. The first stage of analysis was 

informal and began almost at the outset of field work. Ongoing insights grounded in my field 

experiences were developed through a cecursive process whereby I recordeci my evolving 

understanding of the daily lives of strpet youth in field notes. 1 derived ideas and hypotheses 

about street life fiom events in the field (i-e., observations and conversations) wtich were 

continuously expanded, refhed, a d o r  discarded via the processes of  subsequen t field visits, 

note taking, and discussions with others (e.g., front-line workers, my s u p e ~ s o r ,  and 

colleagues). For example, early in the field 1 learned that homeless youth squeepeed because 

it provided a source of income when income options were lirnited by homelessness and high 

youth wiemployment. Through the recursive approach described above, this analysis of 

squeegeeing was expanded as 1 began to understand that squeegeeing provided the means for 

youth to purchase food that was more desirable than the food they received from food 

assistance programs. 

Insights gained fiom the first stage of analysis were used to guide the more formai 

deconstruction of interview transcripts and field notes in the second stage of andysis. During 

this stage, transcribed (verbatim) interview data and participant observation data in the form 

of field notes were initially sorted and organized using The Ethnograph v4.0. a cornputer 



program designed to facilitate the analysis of te.--based data, 1 coded al1 of the data using 

both content codes (e.g. "SQUEEGEE* whenever squeegeeing was re ferred to) and 

conceptual codes (e.g. "WORK" whenever concepts relating to work ethic and independence 

connected to work were referred to) that were derived fiom the k t  stage of analysis. 

Additionai codes were created when new content and concepts emerged. in general, content 

and conceptual codes emerged h m  participant observation data, whereas interview data 

were used to scrutinize the conceptual codes and flesh out content (see 3.8 Methodologic 

reflections). Some of the codes used for the field notes were inappropriate, and therefore not 

used, for the interview transcripts (e.g., "ENTRANCE", referring to gaining entrmce into the 

field, was not used for interview transcripts). in total, 27 initial codes were created. The 

coding procedure dmerentiated the data, making it more manageabIe for theoretical 

interpretation. 

Next, the contents of a general code were reexarnined in a more theoreticai way since 

an understanding of the food expenences of homeless youth was a central goal of this study. 

For example, "food" coded data were organized i n t ~  categories such as "food acquisition 

strategies" and "meaning of food". These categories were then explored for relaiionships 

between and within categories. The researcher's understanding of the data fiom earlier stages 

of analysis and theoreticai concepts of food security relating to food access, dignity, food 

quality and safety, (Davis et al., 2 99 I ) guided this process of data interpretation. 



Ideas about the interrelationships and relative sipificance of the contents of the food-related 

categories in understanding the individual youth's experiences were fleshed out through a 

comparative process. For example, 1 found that some youth relied more heavily 3n food 

assistance than others. By comparing youth who used food assistance in varying degrees, it 

was possible to discover that although the "minoi' users asserted that they sought to avoid 

food assistance because it was unde and degrad- these factors did not explain the 

differential use of food assistance since the "major" users dso identified these factors as 

undesirable and associated with food assistance. Instead, cornparisons pointed tc~ differences 

in food assistance use related to income and propensity to mistance or cesignaticm. 

The result of the theoretical d y s i s  of the ' Y d  coded data was an incomplete conceptual 

map of homeless youth's food experiences. However, as the remainder of the non-food or 

contextual codes (e.g. sheher, social networks, and work) were integrated into th: analysis, a 

more coherent conceptual map emerged. Different ways of reassembling or inteipreting 

contextual data were explored again using a comparative approach. The end resiilt of this 

process yielded the results presented in the foilowing chapters. 

The combination of research methods (Le. in-depth interviews and participant o t  servation) 

allowed for a window into the day-to-day lives of squeegee kids over tirne. The interviews 

which reflected a particular point of tirne, were situated within the iarger tirne-kune of the 

five month period of participant observation. The observations of changes over t h e ,  



contributed to my understanding of the chronic instability of street Iife and served as an 

important basis for the analysis of the study results. 

3.8 Methodologic reflections 

The critical ethnographic research approach taken in this study provided the means to gain an 

understanding of how the day-to-day lives of street youth shaped their food experiences. This 

exploration was conducted fiom a mitical perspective, sensitive to the stniggies c f  homeless 

youth and to the context-driven nature of food insecurity. The ethnographic metl~ods of 

participant observation and in-depth interviews pmvided a systematic way to discover and 

record the experiences of a group of street youth and how they made sense of them. 

Given the exploratory nature of this study and the paucity of qualitative research on horneless 

youth and food experiences, an ethnographic approach was vaiuable in providing the 

flexibility needed to identiQ the best sources of data. Regular participant observation 

sessions at the dropin were essential to g a t h e ~ g  nch and meaningful data about the food 

experiences of homeless youth. Sometimes information that youth shared with nie during our 

initial conversations in the field and during interviews, defied observed events at the drop-in. 

For example, &er 1 revealed my interest in learning about food experiences of homeless 

youth, many of the street youth at the drop-in told me that food was not a problern, that it was 

impossible to starve to death in Toronto. A list of local food assistance program:; - their 

names, locations, hours and days of operation - usually followed this declaration. And, 

aithough each participant recounted episodes of hunger and food deprivation during 



interviews, these experiences were always presented as events of the past, with current food 

situations k ing  managed and under their control. 

Over the course of the study, hanging out at the dropin with street youth allowecl me to 

witness firsthand food events and conversations about food which were inconsisient with 

some of what 1 had been told about food It became clear that much of the circurnstances that 

youth had descnbed as having led to past food pmblems (e-g. sickness and drug use) were not 

isolated incidents. Instead these circumstances were part of life (not necessarily daïly) on the 

street, and could easily, and sometimes did recur. 

Several factors rnay have underlined these apparent contradictions. Thomas' crit ical 

perspective (1 993) suggests that marginalized individuals, lacking status, rewards. and 

opportunities, rnay cover-up, gloss over, or exaggerate as self-enhancing, coping strategies. 

The ability to survive seerned to be centrai to the identity of street youth in this mdy, and 

given the key role of food in survival, fiaming food experiences as non problematic rnay have 

indeed been a coping strategy. A constructivist approach (Charmaz, 1993), which seeks to 

understand meaning in the given reality, rnay also be instructive. In the context of 

homelessness, satisfjring food needs rnay be no more problematic than other aspects of daily 

life, and successfully avoiding starvation rnay mean that food is not a problem. I:inally, the 

protocol associated with the interview event including the tape recorder, the consent form, 

and removal fiom the drop-in, created an atrnosphere in which youth presented tkmselves 

not only to me, but also to a more public other. Bonowing fiom Goffinan (1959). interviews 



tended to bring out superficial, "onstage" behaviour (rather than real. "backstage" action). 

Perhaps repeated interviews would diminish this effect, as the youth and 1 became used to the 

method of inquiry. 

The "onstage" rhetoric which unfoldeci in interviews did not occur during intimate 

conversations with Street youth that arose over time at the dropin, As we became familiar 

with each other, our interactions at the &op-in felt naturai and authentic. The identification of 

a gap tietween interview and participant obsewation data had important methodalogic 

implications. This research experience suggests that participant observation, over time rnay 

be an important research approach when conducting qualitative research with a group outside 

the researcher's frame of reference (homeless youth, in this case). This research experience is 

reflected in the analyses of data in this study. Participant observation data were treated as 

more authentic and played a more centrai role in the development of analytic catcgories than 

interview data, 

In qualitative inquiry, the researcher is the research instrument; interpretations, decisions, and 

analysis ultimately rely on the researcher. My presence, as both an interviewer and a 

participant observer at the dropin, undoubtedly impacted on the research setting and the data 

that were collected. Youth responded not only to my presence and questions as a researcher 

interested in food experiences, but to me as a student, a woman, a certain age, and other 

personal characterisucs. Thus, the fmdings in this study represent my "insider" perspective 

or partial knowledge that reflects interactions between me and homeless youth in a particular 



time and place. The lack of a detached or "objective" stance on my part was inevitable due to 

my world view, beiiefs, and life experiences. However, the kdings presented in this thesis 

are grounded in extensive field experiences, detailed notes, and verbatirn interview transcripts 

and do not merely represent my "opinions". 



4. INTERVIEW PARTICIPANT PROFILES 

The following is an introduction to six homeless youth corn the dropin. in addition to 

engaging in regdar conversations with me over the course of the study. these individuals 

participated in tape recorded interviews. These brief biographies provide information about 

the youth's histories - where they corne hm, family and educational background, and when 

known, their reasons for leaving home, their current living situation and other current life 

struggles, and their fiture aspirations. 

Allison is 20 years oId. She came to Toronto h m  Moncton, New Brunswick thrxe years 

ago. She Iefl home because she and her mother could not get dong. 

She's hurt me aii my Me.. . 1 really hurt her [toc$ I'd steal money fiom her. . . . [A] t 
the time 1 was really bad into drugs. . . . 1 quit school in grade 1 1 and that was the fkt 
time in Toronto.. -1 came here for two weeks and that's when 1 got reaiiy bad into the 
drugs - Iike crack and SM like that. That's when 1 was hanging around with pimps 
and stufflike that and then I went back home. Whea 1 went back home, to reside 
there, 1 had a choice between either going back to school or work. I decided to work 
until August 96 and then I came back here. 

in the past three years, Allison has retumed to Moncton on four occasions to try, 

unsuccessfully7 to live with her mother. 

When Allison fitst moved to Toronto, she started hanging around with pimps and drug 

dealers, and that's when she ". ..got really bad into the drugs - like crack and stuf'f like that". 

Now she hangs around a different crowd and uses crack less ofien. Instead, she cirinks beer 

and smokes pot, but stïil "it's not that easy to get off of [crack]". 



Allison considers herseif a "street k W  - "You know. 1.m not a punk. t'm not a Kazi. I'm not 

a twinkie (street kid poser or newcomer) cuz 1 can't go back home." She has livcd on the 

streets since she moved to Toronto, except for an eight month period when she lived with her 

baby's father and boyfkiend at the time. -Mer raising her baby for seven months. she decided 

to put hirn up for adoption. 

People say 1 gave my son up to srnoke crack. And to be on the street. Nct. No. 1 love 
my son very much and that's why 1 gave my son up for adoption because 1 wanted 
hirn to have better than what he had. Like 1 treated hirn good. 1 took care of  him. He 
was always fed, always washed, always c l a n  clothed, always taken care of, was 
always srniLing, giggly . 

After AlIison had the baby, she and her mother began speaking. 

During the time that 1 was pregnaat, my mom didn't want to talk to me. Like my 
mom didn't want nothing to do with me - Like you're no daughter of mine. And then 
two weeks afkr Michaei was boni 1 W l y  decided to cali her and then stie started to 
talk to me bit by bit. But that's only because 1 had Michael, you know. If it wasn't 
for Michael, we still wouldn't be talking. 

At the time of ou. interview, Ailison was staying at Ordnance shelter. During the winter she 

usually stays at a shelter, but sometimes she stays in squats (abandoned buildings or make- 

shift shelters). Many shelters close for the summer months and during this perioi. she sleeps 

outside - ". . .in the park, on benches, sleep wherever, wherever 1 can you know. . . . I get 

scared a lot. You know, sometimes I don't go to sleep." 

Squeegeeing is Allison's primary source of incorne. She also panhandles and oc~asionally 

delivers drugs for dealers. She ofien thinks about engaging in prostitution. A couple of years 

ago, she was involved in a residential robbery. Consequently, she has a charge f i~r  breaking 

and entering. S h e  also has two "failure to appear" charges and thus has warrants out for her 



arrest. Allison is optimistic about her funire. "1 will go back to school one dayo I will get a 

real job. 1 will get my own apartment, 1 might get married, I might have kids, yoii know." 

Afier our interview. 1 continued to see Allison at the drop-in nearly every week. As of our 

last contact, Allison has moved into an apartment with a new boyfiiend and has initiated the 

wel fare application process. 

4.2 Kyle 

Kyle is 18 years old and moved to Toronto h m  Peterborough when he was 17. He lefi home 

when he was 15 and in the middle of grade ten. Kyle fmished school that year and started 

grade 1 1, but "hever ended up finishing it". School was a problem for him. "1 can't learn by 

writing notes off a chalkboard you know c w  I won't pay attention to it and the orher half is in 

certain subjects, 1 already knew it." 

in Peterborough, Kyle lived in a house "but it was more like a squat because [it] was really 

old and like, basically destroyed when we moved in, and the deal we had with the landlord 

was that we would live there for tke  if we fmed [it] up." M e r  living there for sur months, 

the landlord began charging rent, and Kyle had "no way of paying it". From there, he 

"crashed" at fiiends' homes and occasionally he would "'crash in a park or wherever." 

Kyle used to "steal stuff  to sel1 to make money.. . there just wasn't really any other way [for 

him] to make money [in PeterboroughJ." He prefers squeegeeing for a living in ïoronto and 

Iives day-to-day. He also panhandles when it rains and does odd jobs. "It's just a lot easier 



to survive you know. 1 have a much more cordiortable life here." When Kyle came to 

Toronto he lived in a squat that he built in the rafiers undemeath the Gardiner Expressway. 

in the past few months, Kyle began staying at shelters, mainly ûrdnance. 

More recently, he has been crashing on a fiend's flmr to meet his bai1 conditions which 

specify that he must reside at a fïxed address until his hearing for charges related to 

squeegeeïng, 

For half of the past year Kyle was on a "PCP bender". He says PCP is a rnentabr rather than 

physically addictive cimg, and during that tirne, al1 he would think about was gehhg high. 

He began selling dmgs to support his habit until he went to detox and Narcotics -4nonymous. 

l just came to the realization one day that my life was completely fùcked. i looked 
like the walking dead. 1 lost complete touch with reality and I'd lost 60 samething 
pounds. 1 don? know. It's weird, this one night 1 just broke down and stuted crying 
and crying and 1 didn't know why.. .then it just came to me that you knovr you're 
crying because you're scared shitless cuz you don't know where you're g9i.g- The 
oniy thing 1 knew for certain was that 1 had some lines left for the xnonllng - that's the 
only thing in the world 1 knew for certain. So, four in the momuig, I was bawling my 
eyes out. 1 got up, went and crashed out on the front steps of a church and asked them 
to bring m e  to narcotics anonymous the next day- 

Now he just smokes pot and drinks beer. He does not do any "chemicals". 

Kyle considers himself an anarchist and a "Queen Street punk", meaning that he is anti- 

govemment, antiracist, and hangs out around Queen Street West. 

Kyle keeps in touch with his parents and although they are disapproving of his lifestyle, he 

says they realize that they cannot live together in the same house becaw ". . .I d c d t  know. 

just had too many problems in the past you know, too much bad stuff to relive.. - ." 



1 did not have a lot of contact with Kyle after our interview since his bail conditions also 

prohibited him from king in the area that encompassed the dropïn. 1 ran into k m  a few 

times on the Street, and he told me that he was spending a lot of time traveling &tween 

Toronto and Montreal for some work he had just to tie him over until he could squeegee 

again. He hopes to go get a place to Live and get back into a school program. 

4 3  Lee 

Lee is 22 years old and has been homeless for seven years. He grew up in Newfounàiand 

with an abusive stepfather. 

Mom remamied when I was about three years old. 1 was beat everyday, seven days a 
week by my stepfather, . . . I was put into a coma twice by him. Once by i i  hammer 
into the head whkh caused my skull to fracture-. . The second tirne I wa. put into a 
coma by him striking me across the back of the head and the back of the spine with a 
piece of two-by-four. . . . Mom was too scared [to intervene] because ifs he would try 
to help, then he wouid beat her.. . . 

Lee's stepfather coaxed him to try marijuana when he was nine years old. 

It was at my ninth birthday party actually. It was rny [stepfather]. He rol led up a joint 
and threw it over to me. He said smoke it. I said no, so then he just beat me. So then 
afterwards I smoked so that 1 wouldn't get beaten no more. But yet it didn't work out 
that way. 

At 14 years old, Lee smoked marijuana regularly and had tried cocaïne a couple of tirnes. He 

was also an alcoholic at the age of 12. 

My first real dnnk I suppose was about the age of eight because mom ancl them were 
throwing a party and me 1 got at their home brew bucket. . . . I used to go to school 
with a micky twked in side my coat, out with a straw. Then I would sip on it through 
the class. 



Children's Aid removed Lee from his home six times. Each time. he was put into foster care 

for one or two months, afier which tirne, he was retwned to his parents. 

When Lee was 15, he returned home tiom a three day camping trip to find his belongings 

packed up in bags outside his house. There was a note on the door- "It was a no te fiom mom 

saying that she and my stepfather had moved away, that she stiii loved me but 1 j ust had to 

take care b y myseK" 

He left Newfoundand shortly &et because ". . . back home. -. they don't take too kindly to 

panhancilers. They don't take kindly to the homeless, it's kinda looked d o m  on,'' He spent 

time in Halifax, Montreal, Vancouver, and several cities across the United States, and then 

rencnied to Newfoundland to live with his grandparents. At that time he compleied an adult 

basic education program and enrolled in college. "1 went and 1 got a large student loan but 

with so much money and so many dmg habits, 1 ldnda spent it dl." 

Lee's grandmother passed away and he did not get dong with his grandfather, so he moved to 

Toronto. He worked as a prostitute until one of his fiends who worked "the strcll" with hixn 

went missing. ". ..He just got one trick one night and like nobody has seen him since. So 

like that kinda scared me out of doing it." At that tirne, he had a heavy h g  habit to support- 

"1 was doing coke, 1 was doing heroin, 1 was doing speed, 1 was doing crystal so, roughly my 

drug habit was about 80-90 bucks a day. But 1 kinda overdosed one day? 



He has cut back on his drug use, but is addicted to heroin. T m  still smoking soine weed and 

ah ûying to kick the heroin habit, but it's harder than what most people would think it would 

be." 

Now, Lee squeegees and pans for money. However, at the t h e  of our i n t e ~ e w -  Lee was not 

able to squeegee due to a knee injury. He was hit by a car while squeegeeing ancl as a result 

needed crutches to assist his wallang. Since the accident Lee tias been sleeping at the YMCA 

shelter. He prefers to sleep outside, in squats, or in subway stations because he coes not feel 

safe staying in shelters. 

Lee is tired of king addicted to dnigs. 'Tm sick of king sick with drugs and akohol. 1 

want to live a normal life. 1 can't Live a normal life if the things I'm doing ain't riormal to 

society." When Lee spoke about his life, he was despondent. 

Well, truthfùily right now I kinda feel too old to be on the streets because I've been 
out here now for almost eight years I've seen more things in my life than I'd ever 
wanted to see (including a girlfiend die). I have been through more than what I'd 
ever wanted to k e n  through. . . -1 just want a place where like 1 could cmsh.. .some 
place that 1 could really c d  home because like see when I'm with a crowd in the 
shelter, 1 will aiways fear my life.. . but yet if 1 got my own place, 1 c m  sleep there 
alone, maybe even have a dog. 

1 saw Lee several times after our interview. He was suffering ftom complications related to 

his knee inj ury and was in a wheel chair. A couple of months later, Lee was not around. 1 

asked people if they had seen him, and no one had. They figured that he had moved on. 



4.4 Steve 

S teve is 2 1 years old. His parents kicked him out of the house when he was 1 5. 

1 knocked my dad down the stairs. Well, he took a swing at me and 1 said 'fuçk this, 
you're never hitting me again'. boom. Down he went, down the stairs. He got up. 
My mom came and grabbed me by the scruffof my neck saying 'get the tuck out and 
never corne back'. 

He returned home at his mother's request but only stayed for a week because he "couldn't 

deai with m s ]  dad." At the time, he was in school and had a part-time job. 

1 had a job and 1 was stiil in school and 1 had al1 my activities. But king on the 
streets, trying to keep a job and going to schwl is not easy. So I Iost my job. 1 lefi 
school. . . . Lefi school my grade 12 year you know. It was really depressing cuz I 
could be the one taiking to you, you know.. . . 

Steve lived on the streets in Vancouver for five years and spent six months in jail there. 

1 used to break into houses to make my money. And 1 got caught, s e ~ e d  my tirne, 
said 1'11 never do it again. 1 mean, 1 c m  go back to it anytime I want, but no thanks, 
it's not worth going back to jail. See I've had six years of living on the sveets, I've 
had everything of mine stolen you know. And that's probabty why 1 got into it 
because it pissed me off, pissed me off so much when 1 was younger that I wanted it 
back, 

When he was Living in Vancouver, he started using cocaine. "1 didn't sleep. I didn't eat. 1 

didn't exercise the way 1 [used to]. . -." Steve was disgusted with his life in Vancouver so he 

decided to join his &end and hitch hike to Toronto, where they hoped to find jobs. When he 

arrîved in Toronto, a year ago, he got a job selling hot dogs at night clubs and outside Maple 

Leaf Gardens. His employer also provided him and the other couple of employecs with an 

apartrnent. But the venture was short lived because his employer was operating without a 

licence. 



Steve moved into a squat and began squeegeeing and panning for money. The squat was 

raided by the police. "1 woke up with a gun in my face. cop sayuig get the hell an. The only 

reason was cuz a couple of idiots decided to shoot a security guard with a pellet gun." It was 

February. and Steve slept outside in Grange Park until he kcame really sick witli a cold. At 

that tirne, he started staying at Ordnance Shelter. 

At the time of our interview, Steve was planning on leaving for Vancouver in a few days. He 

did not leave, and for the next few weeks we continued to see each other at the dropin- in 

the surnmer, Steve became addicted to crack. He stopped coming to the &op-in reguiarly and 

withdrew fiom a lot of his fiiends. As of my last contact with Steve on the Street, he was 

trying to cut back on the crack and still had plans to retum to Vancouver. 

Steve and Robin were dating. 

4.5 Robin 

Robin is 1 7 years old* She is h m  Sault Ste. Marie and at the time of o u .  interview had only 

been in Toronto for two and a half months. She was kicked out of her home by her 

stepmother because they could not get dong. She cornes "fiom a farnily of bikers". Her 

father is an "Outlaw", a biker gang rival of the 'Well's Angels". 

"Growing up there was always drugs and shit around" so she started using dnigs. "mostly 

pot" at a young age. In grades seven and eight, her parents sent her to a dnig rehabilitation 



school in Victoria British Columbia. There, she lived with her uncle who was also a biker so 

"it was the sarne as king at home7'. She was into raves and did a lot of speed, a d ,  pot  and 

drinking. in grade nine, she retunied to Sault Ste. Marie and emolled in a c w p  school where 

she worked at a drug store part-time. The months into grade nine, "things got Imd" with her 

stepmother, and she dropped out of school and went to live with her grandrnother. "But that 

didn't work out so 1 stayed with fiiendsY'- Robin and her friends would break intl~ houses to 

". . . steal money, dnigs, and speakers or stuff  to sel1 for money". 

Robin hated Sault Ste. Marie so she decided to move to London, Ontario to live -aith her 

step-cousins who also lived on the Street. "Operation Go Home" found her there. "They give 

anyone under 18 a bus pass to go home. . . . They don't cd1 your parents". She got off the 

bus in Toronto because she did not want to go home. 

She met Steve after a couple of weeks, and they hit it off. Robin squeegees and pans for 

money, but she mostly relies on Steve. "He does most of the work and he hangs onto the 

money". The bus pass is valid for another couple of months, and "if things don'i. work out 

here, 1 might consider going back - well oniy because my dad really wants me to corne back 

home". Robin has spoken to her father on the phone, a few times, since she lefi home. 

Recently, her father told her that he had moved into a place of his own, without the 

stepmother, in hopes that Robin would return home. 



f saw Robin at the drop-in afier our intenriew. She started using crack but did nclt want Steve 

to know because she was afraid that he would be angry with her. He found out, and they 

started to use together. 

1 last heard about Robin hom Steve. He told me that Robin's stepmother came to Toronto. 

found her squeegeeing, and took her home one &y. Steve missed Robin a lot. 

4.6 Wiii 

Will is 17 years old and is fkom Nova Scotia He has lived on and off the streets for the past 

three years. During this t h e ,  he has moved back and forth between Nova Scotia and 

Toronto. At the time of our interview, he had not been back to Nova Scotia in ten months 

and had no plans to r e m .  

Will lives 'iinder the Gardiner Expressway, by a garbage pile where 1 built my WAU house out 

of the material that was around there - like sheets of wood and M.. .ifs my shack. 1 stay 

there alone". He wiIl not stay in shelters because they are not his own place, and he prefers 

being alone. 

Since he's k e n  living away fiom home, Wi11 squeegees and pans for a living. H e  used to 

steal until he went to jail for 21 days for a breaking and entering charge. 

I learned my lesson and 1 don? want to fûck with the law anyrnore-. .not imther 
anyone and not steal their shit because 1 don? want anyone stealing my sliit right. I 
felt really bad because it was near Christmas and there was cash and I did n't know, 
like the cash was for a church you know like hck. 1 felt redly bad. So li ke after that 



I knew it was gonna corne back to me in some bad way, but it probably h;unot yet. but 
when it does, it's going to hit me hard. But that's OK because life sucks. 

Will described himself as the smartest kid in grade school. "Like I was always getting good 

grades at school up d l  like grade 5 and then 1 started getting reaily bad and then they 

labeled me with conduct disorder. ... Like I threw a desk at a teacher.. -1 almost got into a 

fight with [another] teacher." He was expeiîed h m  severai schuols, and in grade seven he 

was sent to a schwl for "kids with problerns learning but they sent me there becsiuse of my 

conduct" At that school, "...if you don't go they don3 give a fiick because they'li just keep 

on getting new students.. .." Afier king expelled fiom several schools, he droppd out in 

grade nine. 

in his early teens he was diagnosed as psychotic with mood and emotional disorclers. When 

he was 15 years old he had an incident with bis mother that resuited in him king 

institutionalized. 

So one time me and my mom were fighting verbally and she got right in iny face. 1 
was sitting on the chair and she was a pretty big lady. She's like aimost 0 0  pounds 
right. And she jumped on me so 1 gave her a t'ucking punch in the chest - like in the 
solar plexus -and she got off and she was huîfing and then she ran into the kitchen and 
was like blahh.. . 'let's fight!' She put her hands up and 1 got really like, just wow, 
boom and I blacked out and 1 don't remember but the cops told me that when they 
came 1 had a steak knife in my hand and I was like almost slicing her thrclat. They 
had to wrestle me around and throw me at the wall. And you know, I got Iike my 
elbow al1 tùcked up fkom it and everything, but you know. 



When Will left the hospital. he began collecting disability welfarefassistance. Scan after, he 

became appalled and nustrated with 'rhe system" and his options within it- 

Like 1 was totally labeled by the government ... labeled mentally insane. 1 don? want 
to lx labeled disabled. pf l'm labeled] 1 can't work. i can't.. . work heav- machinery, 
1 can't drive you know, like 1 can't talk to people. I am not allowed to like work 
cashier or anything. . . .Like 1 couldn't do anything so, even if 1 wanted to go out Iike 
and do like under the table for some guy and then my social worker or wimtever found 
out, then I'd be fùcked you know. They would take my money away fioni me and 
everything. So like 1 don? see the point in it. it's p s s  to me. Like the way they do 
it, the way they Like process it, the qualifications for i t  1 mean Wre it's just hicking 
retardeci. 

He received a cheque and "booked it" for Toronto to change his situation. hed ia te ly ,  he 

enrolled in the KYTES (Kensington Youth Theatre and Employment Skills) program. 

1 had the initiative to do if 1 wanted to do it, but 1 just couldn't do it. Like 1 totally 
fiiçked that up. Like 1 asked for extra work. Plus 1 had a girlfiend.. .I was staying 
with her. She was 26, I was 16. My &end was with me. He was going there too but 
he didn't really want to go. And like fuck.. . And they would have given me an 
honourariun at the end and everything. You know, like shit happeas. I h o w  it's like 
one of the fkst things that I've ever regretted in my life. 

Will calls himself a "pothead". He loves to smoke pot and likes to drink beer. Eut he avoids 

hard dmgs. He likes to read and plans on writing about his life. He wanted a copy of our 

interview transcript for this purpose. 

1 saw Will reguiarly after our interview, most often while he was squeegeehg outside of the 

drop-in. 

While the life stories of Allison, Kyle, Lee, Steve, Robin, and Will are unique, they share 

certain past and present experiences. 'Iheir life stones include troubled farnily situations, 



interrupted education. problems with alcohol and dnigs. and current expenences of unstable 

living conditions. in the sections which follow, the narratives of these six youth will be used 

to illustrate the context of the lives of homeless youth and their food expenences. 



S. THE CONTEXT IN WHICH FOOD EXPERIENCES OCCUR 

The food insecurity experienced by youth in this study was part of the insecurity that existed 

in th& daily lives. Extreme poverty undermined the often taken for granted stat ility and 

security in Iife that economically secure people enjoy. Thus, an appreciation for dus context 

is fundamental to understanding food experiences that occur within it. This section will 

describe shelter, employment, heaith, and dnig and aicohol use among youth in tais study 

since these broad factors acted as powerfùl forces shaping their daily experiences. These 

contextual elements were not the focus per se of this study and thus, they were not explored 

in the same depth as youth's food experiences. Since food experiences were inextricably 

linked to these contextual factors, there is some overlap between this section and the next 

which focuses on youth's food experiences. The aim here is to provide a backdrop and 

perspective with which to situate food experiences. 

5.1 Shelter 

Street youth in this study lacked the income necessary to secure housing. "The biggest reason 

why most people are on the streets is cuz there's no af3ordabIe housing in Toronto. You pay 

like four or five hundred dollars and you get a tiny little bachelor apartment in some nindown 

roach infested crack house." (Kyle) In addition to incorne* youth suggested that 

discrimination based on appearances, poverty, and age prevented them from renting 

apartrnents. Lee described these two main barriers. 

One of them is money because three and four hundred dollars a month to now pay out 
for rent, if not more, 1 don't really have that, and then the second bamer is the 
landlords, ... A lot of the landlords won't rent to street kids, actually usudly they 



won't rent to nobody living on the streets because they expect not to be pîid. They 
expect to have to corne down at four or five o'clock in the morning to tel: them to cut 
out the noise. 

Because they lacked secure living accommodations, youth were faced with the task of finding 

shelter on a daily basis. A variety of shelter situations were described. Most corimon among 

these were sleeping in squats (Le. abandoned buildings or make-shifi shelters), uader bridges, 

in parks, and in shelters nui by social service agencies. Youth dso reported crasiiing at 

fkiends'; sleeping in garages, subway stations, and on roofiops. 

During the winter, many of the youth at the dropin stayed at Ordnance, a membcr-shelter of 

the Out of the Cotd Program. The Out of the Cold Program is an emergency winter response 

to homelessness that developed in the late eighties, afier a homeless man was foiind fiozen to 

death. The shelters are housed in churches, synagogues. and community centres throughout 

the city and are run by interfaith communities and volunteers who oversee eveniiig and 

morning meals and sleeping quarters. The Out of the Cold Program does not prc-vide shelter 

during the day; clients must leave the shelters between 6:00 and 8:30 am, depenCing on the 

site. Currently, the program operates 27 shelters in the Greater Toronto Area fiom November 

until Apnl. 

Youth spoke favourably about Ordnance in cornparison to other shelters in Toronto. Out of 

the Cold venues differ in their criteria for use (eg., age and sex requirements), and youth 

appreciated that Ordnance was coed, had a mixture of adults and youth, and allowed for more 

freedom and flexibility than other shelters. For example, there was no curfew and people 



were permitted entry and exit at anytime. Beds were had on a first corne first serve bais 

while leaving the shelter (and one's bed) forfeited claims to that bed. Allison reported that 

she had been to every Out of the Cold in Toronto. "[Ordnance] is the only one diat 1 

like.. . [Why?] 1 guess mcause] they have a TV in there, you can smoke in there You go to 

sleep when you want. They actuaily got real beds. You dont gotta sleep on the iloor, they 

got real beds." 

Before staying at the Out of the Colci, Kyle lived in a squat that he built h m  wojd scraps, 

blankets, and abandoned couches in the rafters underneath the Gardiner Expressway. Until 

Ordnance, he preferred his squat to shelters. 

A lot of shelters aren't that good just because you get a lot of problems. A lot of 
drunk people.. . fights.. .or a lot of them aren't that good living conditions. Like I'd 
actually say some squats are better. . . .A lot of shelters you can't leave your stufYyour 
know. 1 had to stay at Seaton House for some bail conditions. And when I slept 
there, I'd tie my boots to my sqwegee and I'd sleep with al1 my shiffunder rny head 
and I'd hold out0 my squeegee when 1 slept, cuz Iike, if not, people wouid steal. So 1 
mean that's why a lot of times squats are preferable just cuz you know the people who 
are staying there and usually they're your fiiends so they won't steal your stuff. 

When Ordnance closed for the season, Robin and Steve and a few of the other ycuth at the 

&op-in slept in a tent they had pitched near the raiiroad tracks at the Lakeshore uitil early 

one moming when they were awoken by the police who confïscated their squeeg-es and 

issued fines for trespassing. Other youth reported moving into squats under the bridge, 

sleeping on park benches, and periodically staying up al1 night after the shelter was closed. 

Youth routinely sought out public places to sleep where clashes with police w o ~ d  be least 

likely. 



Regardless of the season, some youth at the dropin avoided shelters. Some youth chose to 

sleep outside because they felt safer and more Liee outside than in the shelters. Lee had k e n  

beaten and robbed at shelters in the past which made hirn feel that shelters were u n d e  and 

roused in him his "fear of c o ~ e m e n t " .  

I can sleep outside and then have a good sound sleep. 1 cm hear sirens, and 1 just 
sleep ail through it. But yet when you sleep inside, you hear a noise, you j ust Iike 
wake up because Wre when you're behuid four walls if sornething happers, you've got 
nowhere to nin, you know. You don't know who's your fiiend at hostels .... You 
know, like at least outside ail that you can worry about is the cops, the rais, and then 
the crazy people. Inside you got one of the biggest fears alive: confinement. 

Will preferred to sleep in his "shack under the bridge" rather in shelters because at shelters, 

he was unable to be alone and '?.hi& about stuff'. Above aU, he preferred to stay in a place 

of his own. "I'm more self reliant, more independent.. .You know, 1 like to, if 1 can't find my 

own place to stay then, 1 don? really want to stay anywhere. That's my logic to it 1 guess." 

Unable to af5ord secure housing, youth's shelter options were severely limited. Shelter 

compnsed of make-shi fi shelters, temporary shelters and hostels, "crashing" at fi iends ' , and 

sleeping in "the rough". Overalt, the youth's shelter could be descnbed as inseciire, unsafe, 

chaotic, and transitory. 

5.2 Employment 

It was difficult for youth at the &op-in to secure regular employrnent. Beyond tk.e current 

economic situation of high youtfi unemployment rates across the country, they faced 

additional barriers to entering the job market related specifically to their homele, csness. 

Youth lacked the resources necessary to secure a job including a telephone to set up 



i n t e ~ e w s  or do "on-call" work and sleeping and washing facilities in order to be rested and 

clean for work. As well, some lacked experience, education, and skills that were necessary or 

expected for most jobs. Many of the youth at the dropin had left high school early. L e s  

tangible. but no less of a barrier to employment. youth reported discrimination hsed on 

poverty and appearance. 

Squeegeeing was an important income strategy for youth in this study. This practice refers to 

the act of washing car windows and asking for donations. When the &c stops, squeegeea 

usually approach a car at an intersection, exchange a few words or gestures with the driver 

who either accepts or refuses their services. According to youth at the dropïn, squeegeeing 

came to Canada about five years ago, beghmhg with street youth in Montreal and then 

spreading to other urban centres via youth who were fleeing police harassrnent iri Montreai. 

Squeegeea in this study worked chiefly at the intersections of Bathurst and Queen Streets, 

Spadina and Queen Streets, and dong Lakeshore Boulevard in between Spadina and 

Bathurst. Squeegeers reported that cirivers were generally accepting of them. "Most people 

are like pretty cool. As long as  we're respectfid of hem, they'll respect us. You h o w ,  you 

get the occasional asshole who' Il start fieaking out on yo y calling you names and shit." 

(WiII) 

Most youth squeegeed only during the d a m e ,  but some youth described going 3a binges 

where they worked through the night. "1 slept outside two nights in a row cuz 1 \vas 

squeegeeing till six o'clock in the morning.. . You know 1 was like working my ass off you 

know, but 1 made like 80 bucks both nights". (Allison) 



Youth reported that the arnount of income generated through squeegeeing varied with the 

weather and Crom day to day. "On a nice sunny day like today. if I'm out al1 &y 1 can make 

up to 50 bucks.. .. Usually 1'11 only make 20 or 30 bucks during the &y, but 1 mean that's 

plenty . But some days - it ail depends on just your luck that day 1 guess." (Kyle) 

Moa youth also panhandled while they were squeegeeing. cbWhile I'm squeegeeing, 1 

panhandle, you how.  I don? ask everybody that 1 see on the *et, just you kncw, if there's 

not cars at that light and someone walks by i'll go 'spare change' you know. Maybe one 

person every hour, 1'11 ask. Maybe not even that." (Steve) Squeegeeing was more lucrative 

than panning, except when min made squeegeeing futile. Youth reported that thcy eamed 

less on rainy &YS, generally. ". . .On rainy days you can't squeegee and plus pan.-iing sucks 

on rainy days too just cuz no one wants to stop. They're al1 nishing around trying to get out 

of the rain as quick as they can you know." (Kyle) 

Some youth washed windshields without seeking drivers' consent with the understanding that 

they may not be paid. This was a deliberate strategy based on the presumption that driven 

were more likely to pay for a service they had already received, solicited or not. In some 

cases, this angered drivers. 

Like when we squeegee most them ask us not to touch their car and even if we do 
they don't fieak, they'll still give us money. Sorne of hem, like this guy yesterday, 
my fiiend went to go squeegee his car and the guy in the car hit his windshield and 
cracked it just because someone touched his car with a squeegee. He bro ke his own 
windshield! (Allison) 

Will w d  humour to improve his returns when he squeegeed. 

If I'm squeegeeing and I'm trying to convince them to pay me, 1'11 be like -No money 
down, no interest, no payrnent till 1999, you're automatically approved, rio medical 



exarn or health questions. If you're between ten and 1 10 you're automatically 
approved.' You know what 1 mean, like shit like that. Like comrnon knclwledge and 
you know Iike catch lines, and 1 always go 'Hey!'. you know just yell at people Iike 
that. They always turn around and look at me. I'm like 'spare change' you know and 
they find that pretty funny . . . . 

Despite the squeegeers' marketing strategies, they were commonly told to "get ajob". Steve 

had a standard response to this comment: "Give me a job and then I'II work. 1'11 bust my 

ass, just like I'm busting my ass washing your window." 

Squeegeers reported physical harassrnent by police that they felt was related to 

discrimination. Tattered clothing, hair styles, body piercing, tattoos, and the squcegee itself 

identified homeless youth as squeegee kids, a label which ignited negative comc tations in the 

wake of a highiy publicized, summer carnpaign by the city to get rid of squeegee kids. At the 

centre of ail of the media coverage about squeegee kids was a proposed bylaw to restrict 

panhandling and essentially outlaw squeegeeing. As the debate became more polarized, 

youth at the &op-in reported that they experïenced negative reactions more ofien on the 

Street. Drivers were more confiontational with squeegee kids or as one youth at -he drop-in 

suggested, al1 the negative media hype about squeegee kids had "empowered pecple to 

becorne assholes". 

The police crackdown resulted in increases in the number of fines and tickets k i n g  levied 

against squeegee kids at the drop-in. For example, prior to the crackdown, obstructing craffic 

was the main violation associated with squeegeeing. After the crackdown, youth at the drop- 

in reported tickets for loitering, trespassing, possession of a deadly weapon, assa-~lt with a 

deadly weapon, soliciting, and others. Youth also reported increases in police brutality. 



During this period, police grabbed Kyle by the shirt collar and threw him up against the side 

of a building as he was returning to the sidewdk afler he had washed a man's windshield. 

Kyle was charged with assault with a deadly weapon, the deadly weapon k ing  his squeegee. 

The police officers alleged that Kyle forced his squeegee on the man's windshield after he had 

refiised Kyle's services. He was arrested and detained at the Don Jail over the weekend. He 

was released on bail with the conditions that he stayed at a fked address, that he r e k e d  

from squeegeeing, and that he remaîned 50 metres fiom the Bathurst-Queen Strezts 

intersection until his hearing. Unfortunately, his bail conditions made it impossible for him 

to continue to derive benefits h m  the dropin because it was within the 50 meter prohibited 

zone. Consequently, Kyle was stripped of his livelihood and access to the &pin where he 

showered, cooked his lunch, cleaned bis clothes, and received support through interaction 

with friends and staff. At the same tirne, he was required to find a fixed address. 

Friends of Kyle's were also affected by the crackdown on squeegee kids. 

. . .Friends of mine have been pretty badly k e n .  Like a guy 1 know right now, 
basicaily a cop broke his nose for no reason, just cuz I don't know, he just felt like 
beating the shit out of him. Honestly, I'd say like the police in Toronto siick, A lot of 
them are fascist. A lot of them are raçist and.. . there's a lot of police brutalit-. 

Squeegeeing represented an opportunity to eam a living through la- means. (At the time 

of writing, squeegeeing is not a directly punishable offense in Toronto). Unlike i llegal 

act ivities which force people underground, squeegeeing brings homeless youth ii ito dail y, 

face-to-face contact with other citizens. Like those in mainstream society, squeegee kids felt 

good about rejecting a life of crime for a more legitimate form of participation in society. 



Street youth felt that by squeegeeing, they were embracing society's entrepreneuiial spirit 

which holds hard work, independence, productivity, and creativity in high esteeni. 

Like one thing I aiways say to people is would you rather me washing cars or stealing 
them. You know. Which is tnie cuz ITd make a hell of a lot more money stealing 
them you know. And sure it's got that added risk but just, I mean. thereTs a whole 
bunch of different ways legally and illegally that you can make money you know. 
Illegaily is usuaily a lot quicker, a lot faster, a lot more risky you know ... i mean hell 
1 could mug people too but 1 don't because I have very strong moral beliefs you know, 
like 1 think of myself as a good person. You know, 1 mean I'rn not gonnz say I've 
never stolen and I'rn not gonna say that I've never dealt dmgs but still I'd never hurt 
someone.. .. Since I've been in Toronto, I've never stolen anything, like 3ot even like 
a chocolate bar or nothing. And 1 don't know, 1 just aiways figure, hey 1 cm squeegee 
or 1 c m  make enough money to get myself by you know, so there's no re- ,wn, no 
legitimate reason for me to geai anything so why should 1. You know, 1' d say like 1 
feel like a much better person because of that. (Kyle) 

Arnong many squeegee youth was a mainstream work ethic that placed hard-eamed 

income ahead of panhandling. 

At ieast squeegeeing, I'rn doing something. You know, I'rn like cleaning windows 
whether they pay me or not, you know, that's fine. At least I'rn out there doing 
something not just like begging on a street corner, you know. Cuz 1 don' t redy like 
to think of myself as a beggar. You know, 1 like to think, 1 may not have the best job, 
but it still - cuz 1 mean I've had people, iike business men and stuffcorne up to me 
and say 'why don? you work? Why donTt you do ttiis?' You know, and what 1 said 
to this one guy anyway, 1 said 'hey bud, show me your hands.' He was ttis pencil 
pushing type guy, you know. Showed me his hands. They're al1 smooth and stuff 
like that. 1 show him mine, al1 covered in cailuses and stuff like that, you know, and 
I'm like, 'look at my hands and you tell me 1 don? work.' (Kyle) 

Squeegeeing also ofEered anonymity f?om the law because it provided a legal means of 

eaming money. This was particularly important to street youth with outstanding arrest 

warrants and those who were otherwise wanted by the law such as runaways under age 16- 

These youth were often unable to meet the qualifications for mainstrearn employment and 

welfare and feared that the pursuit of these risked involvement with authorities - arrest, 

detention, or king returned to unfit guardians. Allison tried to keep out of trouble because 



there was a warrant out for her arrest. 

1 have like, it's not big warrants, but I mean. if 1 were to turn myself in ridit now. I'd 
automaticaily get 30 days in jail. 1 got a B n' E charge and 1 got a failure to appear 
charge cuz March 10" I was supposed to go to court and 1 was in Vancouver then and 
I tried to get my charges waived up there but they wouldn't do it.. .. And while 1 was 
gone the cops were looking for me cuz 1 missed my court date. So if 1 wcre to turn 
myself in right now which if it were only my first failure to appear 1 would get off but 
this is my second failure to appear so I would automatically get 30 days in jail. 

While the act of squeegeeing is not illegal, many of its constituent activities may be constnied 

contrary to municipal bylaws or the criminal code. For example, police ticketed street youth 

for such bylaw infiactions as obstruction of tmffïc and loitering; and some squeegee kids 

were charged with criminal code offenses such as soliciting and possession of a deadly 

weapon. Most of the offenses that squeegee youth were ticketed for were bylaw violations 

which resulted in fines. Generally, youth could not and did not pay fines, and mmy used 

fdse names when they were stopped by police officers. For youth at the &op-in who 

squeegeed, fines were an expected consequence of work, and they commonly had multiple 

unpaid fines. 

I'm clean. The ody thing they can get me on are some unpaid tickets. . . .1 had a 
job.. . se lhg  hot dogs, but we were doing it without licenses so we got ticke ts... those 
are unpaid. Squeegeeing tickets.. .from Winnipeg. 1 got a drinking in a pubtic 
ticket.. . . I'm not too womed about my tickets. (Steve). 

Given that squeegeeing is a relatively new phenomenon, youth in this study reported income 

generating activities other than squeegeeing throughout their histones on the streets. To meet 

survival needs, many had resorted to criminal means. For homeless youth, employment 

opportunities are rare and in many cases offer far smaller retums than cm be gaiiied through 

crime (see Hagan & McCarthy, 1997). Petty thefi, breaking and entering, and th,: drug trade 



were most cornmon among the youth at the &op-in. Lee also had worked as a prostitute in 

the past. 

At the time of the study, the six youth who participated in interviews as well as cther street 

youth at the drop-in were supplementing the money they eamed squeegeeing by doing " M d  

jobs". In addition to squeegeeing and panning, Allison ". . .sometirnes runs errands for 

people". She explaineci that this meant delivering h g s  for drug dealers or theu agents. 

"Like 1 go pick something up for somebody or 1 go drop it off.. . . You know thefll give me a 

few buck here and there or throw me a pack of cigarettes.. .. It's not that safe CU;' if you get 

caught, you get in shit." She used to sted ciothing. 

We go into clothing stores and we'll waJk out with like $200 worth of clc~thes. And 
we know people that'll buy them. But 1 haven't done that in a long time cuz I'm just 
too scared to get caught and I don? need that you h o w .  So if1 want money I'U 
squeegee for it, I'I1 pan, or if anyone wants me to pick something up for them, you 
know, 1'11 do it. 

Lee and some of his fiiends periodically worked for a scalper buying tickets for km, a 

strategy which enabled the scalper to collect more tickets than the per-person limit pennitted. 

He also sold flowers for special occasions like Mothea' Day and participated in dmg 

research. '&. . .You can become a live guinea pig for about 6 to 10 days and they will give you 

food and that . . .for different dmgs, needles and pills and that." 

Steve and Kyle took whatever employment opportunities were available to them. 

A lot of the times 1 do like under the table work.. .. Like last sumrner 1 piunted the 
side of a building.. . I helped renovate apartments.. . . Like I've had times where 
people will corne up on the street and say 'hey, tomorrow do you want to do this 



instead of squeegeeing?'. I'm like. 'sure'. You know, 1'11 aiways take thît option, 
half the time just for a change of pace and half the time for the experiencc you know. 
Just cuz it's good to do a lot of different things 1 think. (Kyle) 

Unfortunately, under-the-table ventures often resuited in the youth king mistreared. For 

example, Kyle and a couple of other Street youth at the dropin took an under-the-table job 

cleaning up a construction site. They worked hard at it for two weeks and spoke 

enthusiastically about the early hours that they began work to beat the heat and die plans they 

had for their pay which would corne at the end of the job. m e n  the job was over. their 

employer paid them much Iess than they had agreed upon. 

Steve found a manual labour job through a job placement agency. He worked orme night shifi 

moving boxes in a warehouse in Markham. One month later, during our interview, he said, 

"I'm still waiting for that second day of work. I'm stiii waiting for that pay cheque." 

Powerless and vulnerable, with effectively no opportunity for recourse and redress, Kyle, 

Steve, and others fell prey to unscrupulous employers, 

While squeegeeing provided livelihood in the face of less reliable employment options, it was 

not a panacea for homelessness and unemployment. None of the youth in this study were 

able to meet subsistence needs through squeegeeing andlor other ernployment strategies. 

5.3 Health 

Youth at the drop-in suffered fiom health problems related to king homeless. These 

included colds and other communicable infections, injuries fiom squeegeeing, dental 

problems, and foot prob lems. 



During the winter, youth were continuously sick with respiratory infections and flues. and 

talk at the &op-in about feeling ill, lacking energy, etc. because of infections was 

commonplace. The lack of a stable, d e  and numirùig environment, made restoring health 

problematic. Youth regarded shelters as breeding grounds for disease, but many had no 

better sleeping options. Although there were no beds at the &op-in, the staff allcwed people 

to stretch out on the floor as long as they did not obstmct the way. Sick youtti ofkn took this 

opportunity to attempt to sleep off their illness. They also used the shower facilities on a 

regular basis to keep clean to prevent colds, scabies, and other bugs from king t-msmitted. 

Kyle explained how even a minor cold was detrimental to a street kid. 

. . . When it7s like cold and pouring min, you're soaked, you know you're thivering and 
cuz of that you know youTU end up catching a cold or something. You'll be sick for a 
few months and because you aren7t in a g d  enough situation to really tdce care of 
yourself you know like.. . when you' re squeegeeing, usuaily you donTt get a day off 
you know. Well you can. 1 mean you're free to take as many days off as you want but 
you take a day off and you have no money. .. 1 mean there's been days where I've 
been sick as a dog 1 dl1 went out and squeegeed just cuz 1 needed the mcney.. . . 

in addition to infectious disease, youth who squeegeed reported work related health problems 

such as sore backs, necks, and atms. Acute injuries aiso occurred. For example. Lee was hit 

by a car while he was squeegeeing. "1 was squeegeeing Sunday morning and a c;u ran a red 

Iight. I tried to jurnp out of the way but 1 just didn't move quick enough. So then 1 got 

nailed, hit, nailed in the leg." He suffered hairline fractures in his knee and fluid under his 

kneecap. At the tirne of our interview, he was using crutches, taking pain killers and was 

consulting with specialists about surgery. He was womed about not king able to squeegee 

because of the accident. 



Foot problems caused by irnproper footwear and damp feet were also common. Youth wore 

shoes and bo t s  corn clothing banks, that often did not fit properly. On one occasion at the 

drop-in, Allison rested her sore feet and showed me multiple blisters that were cz~used by 

three different pairs of shoes. Youth explained that in the winter. it was difficult to keep their 

feet dry because they spent so much t h e  outside, they lacked clean and dry socks. and their 

shoes ofien had holes. Steve periodically had fimgus on his feet that made walking painful. 

Now when you're on the streets, if you're squeegeeing, the main thing you've got to 
take care of is your feet. You lose your feet, you can't walk, you can't squeegee.. . 
When 1 don't have enough socks to last you know, then 1 got to Wear the wne  pair 
over and over.. .. And because of that, the sweat on my feet or if my feei get wet, it 
just Untates. .. .i've had fungus like two weeks ago, 1 had a problem with my feet cuz 
1 didn't have any socks. I had one pair of socks.. . . 

When youth described health problems, they often expressed concems about not behg able to 

work. Two young men at the dropin kept putthg off having their wisdom teeth pulled 

because they worried about king unable to squeegee up the money they needed €or the day. 

Hedth was a prerequisite for work and instrumental to survival. "1 worry about catching a flu 

or something. You know because health when you're on the streets, of course you've got to 

be healthy or you can't work. if you can't work, you.. .die." (Steve) 

Youth in this study continually suffered health problems which limited their abil :S. to eam an 

income. These heaith problems were related to k i n g  homeless and dependent o:i 

squeegeeing. 



5.4 Drugs and aicohol 

Drug and alcohol use were common among the youth at the &op-in. Youth reported usine 

marijuana, crack-çocaine, hemin, PCP, LSD (Acid), speed, and mode1 airplane glue to get 

high. Most of the time youth at the &op-in appeared sober. however. sometimes individuais 

or small groups would leave for the day to "scoreo' (get drugs). On other occasions, youth 

went outside to get high with niends and would return shortiy a e r .  "Partying" seemed to be 

an important part of the youth's lives. At the same tirne, many youth reported drug problems 

and womed about their fiends overdosing. 

Drug and alcohol use seemed to be associateci with pleasure, social interaction, and 

fnendship. in descnbing theP days, youth talked about hanging out. hvariably lhis time 

involved getting high - smoking a joint, dropping acid, andlor drinking beer - wiih a group of 

fiends somewhere, usually a park. On special occasions like birthdays, ". . . like if we' re ail 

really good fiiends, you know then we'll go out and we'll make money to get each other 

completety srnashed. And we do it out of love for each other. Like I said weore .i11 farnily, 

we al1 take care of each other." (Steve) Sharing marijuana seemed to be a symbcll of trust and 

fnendship. 

Like you know if someone smokes me up today, tomorrow 1'11 go squeegee money 
and go buy them a h e  of weed. It's like they know they can trust me and I can trust 
them. . . .I  mean someone got me high yesterday so next time I have drugs one me, 1-11 
Say you wanna go for a walk and 1'11 get them high. You know like we pay each other 
back. (Ailison) 

While youth were generally disapproving of the use of heavily addictive drugs srich as crack 

or heroin, many youth who were critical continued to use, themselves andlor had experienced 



penods of heavy drug use. Kyle, who used to use PCP heavily, said chernicals, crack, and 

heroin were "complete garbage." 

I've seen too many of my fiends screw themselves over. I've lost a few Enends fiom 
it (heroin). . ..And like, there's not much I can do really cuz I mean, al1 1 c m  do is tell 
them my opinion on it you know. 1 say -look. you're gonna fuck up your lifeœ.. . A 
few, a very few, have said 'you know you're right' and they've gone on and they quit. 
. . .Now they're telling other people the same thing I was telling them. But );ou 
know, also I've had people who were my fiends and 1 told them 'you know you're 
gonna fuck yourself up' and they just said 'ya, ya shut up, 1 don't care what you say. 
if you don't like what I do then don't talk to me.' And I've lost fnends over it,. it 's 
kind of a no wîn situation. 

Kyle, Lee, and Steve spoke in detail about their addictions. Kyle reported that he bad been 

addicted to PCP. Lee was addicted to heroin and recounted times when his need for the drug 

overrode al1 of his other needs. When I met Steve, he was working on getting off crack. He 

said it was hard, but that he knew other people who did it, and be thought he could do it. A 

few months into the study, he began using crack more and more heaviiy. By the 

sumertirne, he stopped hanging out at the &op-in and was known as a "crackhead". I ofien 

ran into him on the street and he told me that he was "back into the crack" but working on 

quitting. Quitting cirugs while living on the street was easier said than done, as Allison 

Ya, I smoke crack. And 1 mean 1 did a toke yesterday. It's like I said, it's not that 
easy to get out of it. You know 1 mean you can try to stay off of it as long as you can 
but it's also not that easy when al1 your fnends do it, you're out on the street, it's 
everywhere and it's not that easy to get out of it. You can go to a detox but you'll be 
out the next day doing it again. 



For youth in this study, the formidable task of breaking physiological addictions was 

compounded by a lack of stable housuig, employment, and people who were in positions to 

provide hem with support. 

5.5 Food implications 

The food experiences of youth in this study were shaped by the insecure context that has been 

delimited, The following are iiiustratioas of the food impiicaîions of each of these contextud 

factors. 

5.5.1 S helter 

The lack of a home with facilities to store, prepare, and cwk food, prevented yoiith fiom 

eating in an econornical way. At the same the,  they did not have the incorne to sustain 

eating out. Kyle described how things would be different if he had a place to livc. 

1 wouldn't have to spend nearly as much money on food cuz I'd go grocery shopping 
instead of eating out everyday. Like that four bucks 1 spend on breakfast would last 
me al1 week for b&ast, you know. Buy like a carton ofeggs and a loafof bread 
and miff like that 1 could cook way better and way more nutritious food.. .so, it'd be 
a Lot easier like if 1 had a ptace of my own and a î?idge to store it in. 

5.5.2 Emdovment 

Clearly, money is needed to purchase food. The limited employment opportunities for youth 

in this study meant that squeegeeing and panning were their main sources of incorne. When 

food assistance was not available or suitable, these were often the only means of procurïng 

food. "Even if 1 have to be there for five hours, 1'11 pan or 1'11 squeegee till 1 get enough to 

feed myself '. (Allison) However, inclement weather, police crackdowns, the whims of 



individual passersby/drivers, and sickness al1 impeded the capacity of squeegeeirig and 

panning to provide youth in this study with adequate income to consistently mee? their food 

needs. 

5.5.3 Health 

Men youth were sick, making money for food money was sometimes unféasiblc, and getting 

food was problematic. ". . . When you're sick, you don't feel like going anywherr, [and] it's 

not like you have food in your squat to eat. You have to go out and waik sometiines, five, six 

kilometres just to go get a [hl meal." (Steve) In January, Kyle caught a bad Bu that had 

been going around. At the tirne, he was stayiog alone in a squat. ". . Amost evcryone I 

knew had caught it and that laid me up for iike three days or so and two out of those three 

days I didn't eat* Like 1 was too sick to even like get up out of my bed.. .I couldn't even walk 

up to the health clinic." 

Lee's situation at the time of our interview illustrated the impact of both employnent and 

health on food access. Shce he was hit by a car, he was unable to squeegee. Uslally, he put 

a portion of his money aride into a separate pocket so that when it rained he had money for 

food. "Like now, I've got no money put to one side now, so like if it rains, it is rio good for 

panhandling.. .so like really what I'm worrïed about is the weather, because if it's bad 

weather, I'm gonna need food. Because 1 won? be able to get no money or anything." 



5.54 Drugs 

Youth reported that the use of virnially al1 dmgs had an immediate effect on appctite, and 

except in the case of marijuana, dmgs usually suppressed appetite. Lee reported that on 

heroin, 'ias long as you're hi&, you're not hungry.. .." Appetite suppression was dso  a noted 

side effect of PCP, crack, and LSD (Acid). Steve recaüed how he %eut fiom 21 0 pounds to 

120 pounds in six montbs" when he nrst started using crack and cocaïne. "Wheri I was into 

the crack there'd be Iike, I'd go three days without eating then just I'd take a toke and I'd just 

be like OK 1 gotta go eat now you know. But i'd always forget to." Robin reported that on 

acid, "food sticks together like a bal1 in your stomach. ..it feels weird, and you don't have an 

appetite". Will explaineci that marijuana gave him the "muachies". He reported that when he 

was hi&, he would buy snacks like potato chips, if he had money, othenvise he would ignore 

his cravings. 

Youth reported that when they were addicted to dmgs, food money was sometimes spent on 

dmgs. KyIe was addicted to PCP for six months. 

. - .I went on like a six month bender basically. And it really makes you not have any 
appetite at dl and plus I'd spend al1 my money on it too you know. So I wasn't 
thuiking about eating at al1 so 1 just wasn't. And because of that 1 ended up losing a 
lot of weight and aimost kilting myself with it. So that's why I went into detox and 
Narcotics Anonyrnous. 

When Steve was addicted to crack, "I'd say 1 gotta eat, but I'd make ten bucks, I'd go cal1 up 

my dealer and say, hey meet me. That'd be during the day and then at 7:30, if 1 wasn't doing 

a blast, I'd go eat at the Christian Centre.. .." 



For the purposes of examination and presentation. youth's food expenences and the context 

within which they occurred have been somewhat W e n t e d .  To gain a fuller appreciation of  

the insecure nature o f  life on the sheets, it is important to bear in mind that in the reality of 

youth in this study. these factors operated simuitaneously. 



6. THE FOOD EXPElUENCES OF HOMELESS YOUTH 

Homeless youth in this study sought to meet their basic food needs within the larger context 

of thciir lives. The results in this section detail the daily food experiences of thesr youth. The 

guiding principle behind food acquisition strategies was survival; food was fbel lor 

subsistence. Everyday, youth engaged in two predominant food acquisition stratqgies, 

namely buying f d  and using food assistance. Youth's experiences of obtaining food 

through these means reveal strengths and limitations of these strategies, both in ttrms of the 

youth's abiIity to secure food and the sociaUemotional consequences of the strategies. in 

addition to daily food acquisition stmtegies, youth used less comrnoa strategies (r-g., stealing 

food) to augment everyday strategies, in exceptional circumstances. Even with t ie various 

acquisition strategies, meeting basic food needs was problematic, and the precarious nature of 

each of the strategies meant that efforts to get food were siressful and often iÏuitless. Despite, 

developing techniques to attempt to manage food insecurity, youth in this study experienced 

episodes of hunger. 

6.1 Food as fuel 

in our society, food has multiple taken-for-granted meanings that extend beyond providing 

adequate nutrition for normal physiologic fûnctioning. Food is imbued with socioculturai 

meanings that are interconnected with our conceptualizations of health, pleasure. recreatioq 

social interaction, and cultural transmission; food is central to our beliefs about physicd and 

emotiond well-king. Despite these popular notions, food in the day-to-day lives of youth in 

this study bctioned predominantly as fuel for survival. When asked if Will hacl any 



"cornfort foods". he responded: "Like to me food is life. 1 mean. if there wasn't any food 

then we wouldn't be living w, like it's not really comfonîng. It's more of a neccisity." 

To serve as fuel, ideally, food had to be available, safe (i.e.. not rotten or harrnfii). and filling 

or adequate in terms of amount Although it was not aiways possible to achieve al1 three 

components, youth spoke of these when they considered food selection. Kyle said that in 

general, he ate whatever was available. 

You know, just whatever's avaiiable really, you know.. . . Like even if it's just 
going to the Salvation Army or something like that They'LI give you a couple 
sandwiches and a coffee, you know. Still, it's something to fill your gut :fou know. 
So it's something to keep you going. But usually it's pretty good, you how. 

Allison reported that she ate any food she was given., as long as it was f k .  "As long as they 

give me free food then 1 don? care. 1'11 go anywhere 1 have to go, you know.. .." But when 

she purchased food, she was carefid to make sure that it was flling. "1 don't eat chips and 

bars that much. To me, that's not a meal.. .that9s just junk food, and 1 don't eat a lot of junk 

food. So, it's like 1'11 buy something that 1 know is gonna fill me up for the next two or three 

hours." Whenever Steve had the chance, he "filled up" on food. "1 eat like a dog. 1 mean 1'11 

eat and eat because 1 don't know where my next meal's going to corne f?orn. Wien 1 do 

know, then 1 Pace it out You know I could have anywhere from two to eight meals in a day." 

Sometimes youth noted a difference between the food that they ate and what was commonly 

considered to be healthy. However, food that provided efficient fuel was more irnpoitant 

than "good nutrition". 

. . .To me that's a healthy lunch you know, a burger on the run. Cuz it's got some 
food groups in it, but a lot of people look at it like 0000, it's greasy. So what? 
Grease is what keeps me healthy. Fat in my body keeps me going. It's eiiwgy. 



Stored energy. No enerey. you can't move. (Steve) 

Lee also disparaged greasy food but nonetheless it was a worthwhile compromise for an 

fiordable hot meal. "When 1 got money I will go to McDonald's so that 1 can get a hot rneal 

and you know a hot breakfast, even thou* it is greasy and that, but it's food." 

When 1 asked if nutrition factored into the food choices that WiU made, he explained that 

poverty imposed limits. "Like 1 try to eat things that will keep me like energized and like half 

healthy and keep me up on my feet, right - so I'm not droopy and you know. [Bid]. . -1 have a 

limit to what 1 can eat and what 1 caa't, right. Like price, prices of food and stufi? 

Although food for youth in this study was inextncably linked to survival, it was not on& 

viewed in this instrumental way. AU of the youth who participated in interviews expresseci 

food and taste preferences. For example, AUison said she loved Chinese food, aiid pasta was 

Steve's favourite food. Will and Kyle, in particular, expressed theu love of cooking and 

eating. Kyle was really passionate when we spoke about cornfort foods. 

1 love food. 1 love good f i  1 love certain foods. Like sometirnes 1'11 j ust 
puy] - 1 don't know, onion rings. 1 love onion rings. 1'11 go get me some onion 
rings and just nibble on my onion rings as 1 think about why I'm bummecl out.. .. 
And 1 like ice cream. Sometimes I'll grab some ice cream and sit, eat my ice 
cream, enjoy it. Cuz like 1 don? know, like half of it is just like 1 really enjoy the 
taste of certain foods you know, especially Iike a lot of garlicky foods so [ just 
really enjoy the taste of it so it makes me happy when 1 eat it you know. 

However, youth reporteci that satisfyuig food cravings and preferences were not significant in 

terms of their usual food intake. The psychosocial and healing properties of food were 

secondary, if they existed at dl,  to the primary goal of filling up on food as fuel for sumival. 



6.2 Food acquisition strategies 

Youth in this study spent a considerable portion of their day engaging in activities related to 

obtaining food to meet their basic needs. This time was fiiled earning money to buy f d  

(e-g., squeegeeing) and making their ways to various charitable foodfmeal progt-ams around 

the Queen West area The food acquisition strategies employed by youth in this ctudy fell into 

two main categories: everyday strategies and Iess cormnon strategies, The latter strategies 

were often used under exceptional circurnstaaces. 

6.2.1 Evervdav stratedes 

In an effort to meet their daily food needs, youth in this study purchased food a d  sought food 

aid regularly. Purchased food included food that was boùi ready-to-eat and food that required 

preparation. Food aid was provided by social service organhtions and charitable groups. 

Street youth had access to f k e  food through onsite snack and meal delivery prognms and 

through mobile seMces which brought f d  to the streets. (Please see AppendU C for an 

example of what intenlew participants ate in a &y). 

6.2.1.1 Purcbased Food 

Street youth purchased prepared, usually fast foods, that were eaten on the street and cheap 

and easy-to-make foods whkh were prepared in the kitchen at the &op-in. They reported 

buying sandwiches fiom doughnut stores, pizza and burgers h m  fast food chains, potato 

chips and chocolate bars fiom variety stores, and French fies, onion rings, hot dogs, and ice 

cream from street vendors, Youth also ate at certain "street youth/squeegee-fnerkdly" 

restaurants. 



Queen West street youth routinely ate at the Barn. one Street youth/squeegee-tnendly 

restaurant, located nearby the dropin. There was a shared enthusiasm for "Barn burgers" 

arnong the youth at the dropin. "Like when i'm hungiy 1'11 make three dollars fbr a burger, 

go over to the Barn. They 've got the best burgea I've ever eaten. Like they're rmily good 

there." (Steve) Some youth also enjoyed breakfast at the Barn. Wi11 reported h i t  he began 

each day "squeegeeing up" enough money to eat breakfast at the Barn: two eggs- bacon, 

home fries, coffee, a large glas of xniik, and a large glas of water. 

Macaroni and cheese was the mosi common food that youth prepared; it was prepared and 

eaten during virtually every visit l made to the dropin. "For Lunch], well, usually we go buy 

like Krafi Dinner, you go buy two for a dollar at the dollar store.. . ." (Allison) Since the 

dropin provided access to kitchen facilities and f k  powdered milk, macaroni and cheese 

was a cheap and quick and easy meal to prepare. D-g operating hours at the drop-in, 

youth and others used the kitchen on an ad hoc basis and were responsible for thzir own 

cleanup and negotiating shared use of the space, appliances, and dishes. 

The kitchen at the drogin was also used for a comrnunity (collective) kitchen p r o m .  This 

program airned to increase participants' food security by bringing together a group of 

individuals to purchase food and cook meals, and in doing so, provide access to kitchen 

facilities and rninimize costs and social isolation. At the time of the study, no hcmeless 

youth were enrolled in the program, however, they had heard about it fiorn two youth 

(formerly homeless) in the program. Allison reported that "they say it's really gcd.. .but I 

haven't decided to join yet, l'm thinking about it." She thought the community kitchen was 



a great deai because the food was redly good. 'Tt's $20 a month and.. .you get 15 

meals.. .and these are Iike, pork chops, steaks, potatoes, bacon, carrots.. . ." Kyle was also 

enthmiastic about the program. 

I'm going to get into it cuz like it's really good. It's a really good set up. You throw 
in 20 bucks every month and you get put into a group of four or five people and you 
choose your own recipe and you cook up enough me& like, one big tin, 1.i ke a pie 
plate. Cook up one of them for each person in your group you know. But 1 mean you 
can eat half of the pie plates worth and it's a huge meal.. .a lot of times fclr 20 bucks, 
you can get you know 20 meals out of it, and IÏke they're big meals too. 

Youth did pool their money to buy food and other things on an ad hoc basis. Usually, a group 

of four went in on two boxes of macaroni and cheese. Youth also reported shariiig food, 

buying food for others, and providing others with money for food "If someone i~eeds food 

and I've already eaten or something like bt, I'Il offer them food or offer to buy some food or 

offer them money or something." (Kyle) Steve and Robin s h e d  al1 of their money. Steve 

was in charge of purchasing and preparing their macaroni and cheese lunches at the dropin. 

. . . We're both in this 50/50. It's completely awesome. Right now, she'll give me al1 
her money to hold ont0 and we'll go halves on weed or f d ,  you know. Like this 
moming, 1 had fuur bucks in my pocket and she said 'go have breakfast.' 1 said, 'no, 
wait till we have $6.50' you know, cuz 1 don? want to eat while someone's still trying 
to make money. 

At times, fnendship networks enhanced youth's food security by offering access to other 

people's resources. However, depending on others for food sometimes hindered youth' s 

access to food. Robin's situation is instructive here. Robin relied on her fnends- particularly 

Steve, for food, and she only ate when they offered her food or suggested that they buy 

something together. On many occasions at the &op-in, Robin compiained to Steve that she 

was hungry. He responded by suggesting that she go outside and squeegee up money for 



food, but because Robin was uncornfortable squeegeeing alone. she opted to wait until Steve 

or another friend wanted to squeegee or offered to buy her food. Robin reported that she had 

lost weight since she started hanging around with Queen West m e t  youth, and t bat this 

worried her. 

There were other incidents at the dropin which revealed that friendship did not always lead 

to improved food access. Regularly, there were confkontations over food between fiiends at 

the dropin. On one occasion, Steve intempted his lunch to go to the washroom, and while 

he was away, Mark (a fnend of Steve's), ate a couple of f o M s .  When Steve remmeci to 

discover that Mark had nibbled on his lunch, he became enraged at Mark, yelling and cursing 

at his fiiend. Another tirne, Sam ( a h  a Street youth known at the drop-in) was eathg a plate 

of macaroni and cheese and rice that a fiiend had prepared. Mark walked into th= m m ,  and 

the fnend who had the prepared the dish, instructed Sam to give half of his food to Mark 

since Mark apparently had first prionty for the meal. Sam was noticeably unhap?y, and he 

grudgingly proceeded to scoop oniy the rice ont0 Mark's plate. Although this anwunted to 

half the contents of his plate, Mark wanted half of the macaroni too which provoked Eiirther 

argument. In these cases, youth were not willing to share their food with fnends. 

Youth's ability to purchase food was constrained by their extreme poverty. Youih were 

expiicit about money king the Iimiting factor for buying food. They prefaced statements 

about food purchases with phrases like "if 1 have money" and When 1 have money". For 

example, Lee reported, "When I've got money, 1'11 go to McDonalds.. . ." And Will reported 

that occasionally, he skipped breakfast, his main and often oniy meal of the day, because he 



was unable to squeegee up the money he needed for breakfast, Of course. not al1 the money 

that youth had was directed to purchasing food. Food was in cornpetition with O-her needs 

for the scare resources that youth in this study possessed. Each decision to spencl money on 

something other than food, necessarily took away fiom the rnoney that was available for food. 

Over the course of the study, street youth were forbidden access to two food establishments 

nearby the &op-in. Being barred h m  these places prevented youth's access to zlffordable 

restaurants, of which there are few- Michael's was one restaurant where they were prohibited 

entry- ''. . -1 used to go there (Michael's) d l  an incident happened and then no one c m  go 

there anymore because you know a big fight happened or something." Galaxy doughnuts, 

where youth fiom the dropin used to buy sandwiches, was another spot fiom which street 

youth were barred entry. Youth reported no knowledge of an altercation involviny street 

youth at the doughnut store, and presumed that the management had become aware of the 

incident at Michael's and were womed that the local Street youth were bad for business. 

Youth fkom the drop-in who attempted to eat at Michael's or Galaxy Doughnuts, were told to 

leave and assured that they would not be served because they were street youth. 

6.2.1.2 Food aid 

In cornparison to other places in Canada, youth at the &op-in from British Columbia, 

Quebec, and other parts of Ontario reported that Toronto had better food assistance services. 

Like part of the reason 1 moved to Toronto is it's a lot easier to get food here when 
you're living on the street than it is [in Peterborough]. . . .[There] i'd go to the food 
bank but they'd give me about two days worth of food and 1 could only g3 there once 
a month. And so the rest of the time.. -1 had a setup with this guy, he worked at Pizza 
Hut and I'd wait at three in the moniing when they closed and I'd get al1 the extra 
pizza and 1 did the sarne at sub shops, and like doughnut stores would do that - you 



know you'll look through durnpsters behind there and there's bags of day-old 
doughnuts. And there's a Hostess potato chip factory in Peterborough and they'd 
throw out any bags of chips where they put like too much seasoning or ariy Iittle 
defect in i t  It's just a lot easier here. There's more [places] that give ou: you know. 
help you with food and there's a lot more access to ftee food and shelters and stuff 
Iike that. that will feed you. (Kyle) 

The agencies fkom which Queen West street youth sought food assistance were generally 

located within the vicinity of the dropin; the approximate boundaries of this are- ,L were 

College Street (north), King Street (south), Spadina Avenue (east), Bathurst Street (west). 

Street youth generally used onsite food and meal programs. Two additional services, Street 

Patrol and Street Comection, provided emergency food and other supplies to people in the 

area through outreach in vans. Youth did not generally go to food banks because most of the 

food distributed the= required preparaîion and cooking facilities that they did not have. 

Some youth at the W i n  reporteci that they occasionally received some non-perishable and 

ready-to-eat items fiom food banks. When Kyle squeegeed on Lakeshore Boulewud, he 

sometimes went into Daily Bread Food Bank to snack on food which was provided for food 

bank clients who were waiting for theu food parcels. 

The youth identified Ordnance shelter, the Christian Centre, Evangel Hall, the Corner Drop  

In, the Salvation Army, and the Scott Mission as places where they went for €ml. Kyle 

mentioned some of the food aid programs he used. 

1 go to a lot of the Out of the Cold shelten and places that give out meals. There's the 
Christian Centre.. .. They give out food every night. So 1 go there sometimes. 
There's the Street Connection truck that drives and parks right on the corner here like 
two nights a week, and sometimes they got pretty good food that they harid out. So 1 
guess, 1 get some of that. 



The system and type of  f d m e a l  delivery varied with each program. For example. most 

programs served one meal each &y9 five days a week. while others served two me& andior 

snacks; some programs used a cafeteria style of food delivery where participants moved 

through a lineup as volunteers plated food while other programs provided table service. The 

hours of operation, d e s  and regulations for participation, and quality of the food varied by 

organization. 

The food assistance pmgrams operated at set hours and days of the week. Youth were 

generaily farniliar with the schedules of the various f d  assistance pmgrams ancl often 

stnictured their days around these. The organizattion's policies and governing nies and 

regulations affected youth's access to food aid, For example, Ailison reported that babies and 

children were not ailowed at certain programs, and this was a problem for her when she had 

her son. Also, either explicitly or implicitly, d of the f d  aid programs used by youth at the 

drop-in were rooted in a broder religious agenda. This meant that food provision was often 

tied to religious indoctrination. Steve offered his perspective on dinnertime at the Christian 

Centre. 

. . .Depending on the Nght you know, üke it's all differeat [religious] groiips fiom ail 
over the place that corne down and serve us f@ and depending on the group 
sornetimes they'll force it d o m  your throat while you're eating. Sometirnes theyYL1 
just you know, 'eat and have fun'. They'll throw on a (religious) tape. Oh well, you 
don? have to listen to them preach. 

Prayers took place before dinner. Allison also ofien ate at the Christian Centre and reported 

that "[dinner was] worth waiting for cuz the meals are always good." Steve thought that it 

was "cool" that religious groups wanted to help, ". ..but the religion part, they cal wait. You 

know because not everyone that goes in there is religious." 



Youth reported mixed reviews about the food at the various programs. Not only kvas the 

quantity of the food served at p r o p m s  inconsistent (e-g. "Sometimes they'd hav: good food 

thatfd fil1 you up. Sometimes they'd just have soup." (Steve)), but quality dso varied fiom 

place to place and t h e  to time. "Like some of the places give out really good foad but a lot 

of the time it's not that good. You know, it's like it's either not high quality f d  or  just 

tastes bad." (Kyle) Some programs such as dinner at Ordnance shelter were gencrally 

considered to serve superior food. Other food assistance programs eamed unfavorable 

reputations. Many youth reporteci experiences of food sickness d e r  eating food from f d  

assistance programs, and consequently, they were distnistfiil of particular organi;.ations. 

Street Connection.. . I've eaten their food and I've puked right afler I've eaten it just 
cuz it's so disgusting.. .. 1 was eating the hot dogs and chili. It came out right &er. 1 
rnean I've never eaten h m  them again. 1711 get their juice, ya, but 1'11 never eat their 
food only because of that. And I scared three people off that night because 1 got sick 
right there and 1 didn't mean to you know, it wasn't my fault. It was the i - i d  that 
they gave me. It was rotten, it was bad. Like I got an iron gut. 1 do. This gut is made 
of steel. I've never done that right after eating- And I'm glad my gut did because it 
would, it probably would have kiiled me. (Steve) 

Although not al1 youth reported experiences of food sickness, fears of food sickness and p r  

quality food were often expressed during conversations about food aid and were described by 

each youth who participated in an interview. "Like 1 worry about like if it's been cooked hl ly  

or you know, like if there7s a hair in it or something like that.. . [or] çalmonella." (Wi11) 

Allison was generally satisfied with the quality of  the food she received, but worries about 

food poisoning were never far from her mind. "1 mean 1 pray to god that 1 don? get food 

poisoning, but 1 mean most of the meals they serve us are like good food ...." She talked 

about other sireet kids, niends of hem, getting sick on several occasions. She co:~sidered 

herseif lucky - there had been times that she had fortuitously missed contaminated meals at 



the shelter - to have escavd food poisoning thus far. Sometimes food poisonhg or sickness 

was avoided because youth were able to detect poor quality food, "1 mean I've been given 

sandwiches [at Scott Mission] and like, take a bite out of it, it'U taste bad so 1'11 look inside 

and there's mold growing on the meat or something, you know. So sometimes. the quality's 

not that good." (Kyle) 

Ailison explained her approach to f d  aid: "you eat w h  they give you Lfyou don3 Like it 

you don't eat." And, in their efforts to stave off hunger, youth at the drop-in compromised 

personal choice and d e t y  and ate food that they recognized as bad tasting or poor quality. 

Steve explained this preâicament. 

We have a choice of eating or not.. . I mean there's been nights where, it looks like 
puke on your plate, OK. And you're gonna eat it anyway. If you're hungry enough 
you're gonna eat it. I've been at that point where I was hmgry enough that I didn't 
care what it looked like or what it tasted like you know. 

Some of the youth in this study resisted using food assistance programs, using k m  only 

when they were hungry and had no money for food. Purchased food was considered safer, 

allowed for more choice, and was less stigmatinng than food assistance. For safety reasons, 

when Kyle had money, he preferred to buy his food. "If I have money I usually h y  it just 

cuz like some of the places give out really good food, but a lot of the time it's not that good. 

You know, like it's either not hi& quality food or just tastes bad." 

It was important for self-esteem for Will and othen to eat food that they purchased. 

It's more of that independent thhg again. Like I try to be self-reliant. If ['m 
gonna eat supper, 1 wanna be able to pay for it. You know like 1 wanna be able to 
have the satisfaction of going in some place and saying, 'ya, I want this', you 
know. 



When Will had to use food assistance because he did not have enough money foi- food. he 

preferred getting food fiom Street Patrol or picking up a sandwich "to go" fiom Scott 

Mission rather than eating at a charitable food agency. He found the experience of goiog to 

food agencies for food handouts extremely disconcerting. ". . .Itts like that standhg in line, 

waiting for food. And to me, itls depressing. You know. 1 find it, not revolting, but like, it's 

like personal space, you know what 1 mean. Like, it's invading me in some way. 1 haven't 

r d i y  figured it out." 

Allison also loathed the unsavoury atmosphere of some of the f d m e a l  prograois she ate at. 

Like the one place 1 rPally donlt Like to go is the Comer Dropin. 1 reaiiy don't like 
it there, but hey it's a place to go eat It's really dirty and you know people who go 
there are really dirty. Like they don't wash themselves. . ..As soon as you walk in 
there you can smeii pure piss. YOU know and that's disgustuig. You know like when 
1 had my son, 1 never went there. - .. Sometimes it gets pretty rowdy because it's like 
Evangel Hall and the Comer Drop-in are quite smail and you get Like 60 people in one 
place.. . . 

However, unlike Will, Allison and other youth refied on food assistance programs on a daily 

basis, ofien structuring theu days around the hours and location of meal programs in the city. 

For example, AUison reported that she went to at least three places a day. She grew more 

indifferent about the condition of the programs since her son was no longer with her. 

. . .I go there to [the Corner Drop-in and Evangel Hall] now cuz 1 don't have [my 
son] with me, 1 don't give a shit.. .. 1 mean, like I'd like to got to a place where it's 
not as rowdy and the people there are nice, but sometimes 1 reaily don? care cuz 1 just 
want to eat. I'm there to eat. As soon as 1 eat I'm out of there. 

Although using food assistance could be unpleasant, stigrnatizing, and unsafe, it provided an 

important and relatively stable source of b d  for youth in this study. For example, Robin 

reported that eating dimer each night at Ordnance was an e m m e l y  important part of her 



day. She counted on this evening meal because she usually ate very little else during the day. 

and she womed about what she would do to replace this meai when Ordnance clased for the 

season. When they served "bad food" at Ordnance, she generally went without fmd for the 

night because there was no money to buy anything else to eat. 

Using food assistance also allowed youth to Çee up money that would have otheilvise been 

needed for food, to make other purchases, Allison explained, "Like 1 don't really spend 

money on food because 1 know 1 can get that the." instead, she spent money on ". . .like 

whatever 1 need the most." 

in varyhg proportions, youth in this study purchased food and used food aid on a daily basis. 

The desire for independence h m  food assistance and the associated stigma and safety risks, 

and the impossibility of meeting basic needs without the use of food assistance were both part 

of the food expenences of youth in this study. Further, the fundamentally precarious nature 

of food assistance - operation hours and policies, rules for participation, limited food supply, 

and at times, compromised f d  quality - meant that this acquisition strategy was ultirnately 

unreliable. 

6.2.2 Less common s t r a t d e s  

in addition to everyday food acquisition strategies, youth at the drop-in reportecl jtrategies 

that were less common. These strategies usually emerged when youth were facuig 

particularly desperate circurnstances such as during the fkst days on the streets and periods of 

heavy dnig use. 



When youth at the dropin recounted their first few days on the Street, they descr-kd food 

deprivation and hunger. To cope during this period of street acclimatization, Allison 

reported foraging through garbage for food. When she f h t  came to Toronto, she often went 

I've already gone down to the point where 1 was scrounging through garbage cans and 
that's when 1 went to - where did I go? - 1 found out about the Evergreen and then 1 
went to the Evergreen on Yonge Street.. .. That's when 1 first came here and then 
they gave me a list of places that 1 could go to eat .... Once you knaw where you can 
get things lit's] OK.. . When you live on the streets the most important thing that you 
need is food. Because you need food in your stomach to survive. 

She had a similar experience when she went to Vancouver to get away h m  al1 o f  

the probiems she was having after putting her son up for adoption. 

Like when 1 was in Vancouver for those two weeks 1 didn't have a goddamn clue 
where 1 had to go to eat, you know. But then 1 got myself in a shelter and they gave 
me a list of places but that still didn't help because 1 didn't know my way around 
Vancouver, you kaow. 

Whether it was someone's first time on the street or they had moved to a new city. youth said 

it was dificult initially to find food. This p e n d  involved leaming, among other t hings, 

when and where in the city k e  and cheap food could be obtained; where the highest quality 

food was served; and the d e s  for participation in the various food progranis. Youth reported 

that networking with other homeless people expedited the process of street acclimatization. 

Knowing the ropes did not mean that food aid was always accessible. Allison ws 

periodically hungry, with no rnoney and nowhere to go for food. Sometimes, in -hese cases, 

she would "play a guy" to get food and money. 

Like 1'11 play him for his money. 1'11 get him to think that he can take me home, you 
know. He'll bring me to a restaurant, 1'11 eat, you know. He'll get me dtimk, he'll 
give me a few bucks. And then, as soon as he thinks that he can take me home, 1'11 
say, well 1 gotta got to the bathtoom and then 1'11 leave. 



Youth also reported stealing food - usually snacks such as chocoIate bars. chips. or bananas - 
from grocery stores to feed themselves when they were desperate. Lee reported thslt when he 

was hungry coming down off of heroin and had no money, "[he'd] go down to one of the 

corner markets and maybe steal a few things to eat." He was never caught stealuiy, "Once 

and a while you get chased afier but you know 1 suppose that it is the law of the swival. you 

do whatever you have to do." 

"Scamming" and getting food from passersby were other less common ways that outh 

obtained food. Lee oflered an example of a food scam that had used in the past. "It's like 1 

go up to a [staff] person at McDonald's somewhere and say '1 was here 20 minutes ago. 1 

had French fies and 1 bought them and they were soggy, or else like they were burnt up.. -1 

want some more.' And they will replace them." 

Kyle and Will reported that pedestrians and people in cars sometirnes offered them and other 

youth food instead of money. "You know some people, like somethes when you squeegee 

their car they'll have food in it and they'll give you food instead of money which is cool you 

know." (Will) And, ".. .if you're out on the street people would even corne up and say 'hey! 

you want me to buy you dinner?"' (Kyle) However. youth who spoke about receiving food 

from passersby, said they had safety concems about the food. They womed that the food had 

been tampered with. 

You've got to be carefbl because there are new faces around, there are also 
people who don't like street kids, who kinda want maybe revenge or something. 
Like there was a couple s e t  kids about two years ago, took sandwiches. ate 
them and they wound up in the hospital with rat poisoning. Like, the way 1 see it, 
if you're gonna help us out then help us out Don't Iike try to kill us bec~use life is 



hard enough. (Lee) 

Over the course of the study, exceptional circumstances befell many youth at the &op-in. For 

example, youth were barred fiom shelters, iost money and had money stolen. ancl moved in 

and out of accommodations. Thus, although these circumstances were not necessarily 

everyday experiences of individuals, they seemed to be an inevitable part of the 

unpredictability of iife on the streets. Less common food acquisition strategies, whether they 

were used in exceptional circumsbnces or to augment everyday strategies, play4 a regular 

rote in the fmd experiences of youth in this study. 

6.3 Coping with f d  insecurity 

The fragile nature of youth's access to food meant that they were in a continuous state of food 

insecurity. Food insecurity in bis context (Le., extreme poverty; insecure living 

circumstances such as living on the streets, in squats, and in temporary sheiters; and hedth 

problems related to homelessness such as recurrîng infectious disease, fwt  problems, and 

fatigue), meant contingent and inadequate access to purchased food and food assistance, and 

regular experiences of hunger. Consequently, youth in this study treated food as a precious 

cornrnodity and took measutes to stave off hunger and manage their food situaticns. 

Many events over the course of the study illustrated the coveted nature of food in the lives of 

street youth at the &op-in. On several occasions at the &op-in, 1 was asked to kcep an eye on 

someone's food that they had either purchased or received nom a food assistance program 

(e.g., cereal, crackers, cookies, and soup) while they went for a smoke, to squeegee, or to 



prepare lunch in the kitchen. On other occasions. Bob, a middle aged man who tisually sat at 

a table with the street youth, was soiicited for this job. Bob and 1, older and seeniingly 

responsible, were entrusted with the task of guarding food. Other times, when no guard was 

designated, youth accused each other of stealing food. 

Sharing food among the youth at the dropin was a selective process. Youth offered food 

only to certain people. K these individuals declineci the offi, there was a peckiag-order 

which was followed. At times, youth offered food to retum a favour, and at other times, food 

was given to one's closest fkiends. When there was a pregnant street youth, food was often 

shared with her. Mthough, it was not always clear what the hîerarchy was based on, food 

was not &en up in a spontaneous fashion. This deliberate way that food was shared, and the 

temtoriality and emotions pvoked by the imposition of sharîng (see discussion of 

fnendship networks and food access, 6.2-1-1 Purcbased Food) was indicative of the 

precious and scarce status of food. 

To cope with food insecurity, youth at the &op-in employed daily techniques to increase their 

control over their food situations. For example, Lee and others put a portion of the money 

they earned squeegeeing aside, perhaps into a separate pocket, for food money. Similar to 

this tactic, youth prioritized food money by making money for breakfast the fïrst order of the 

day. S teve reported that breakfm was his "primaq focus". ". . . Like, that's al1 1 really think 

about now is food in my gut before mything else. Like this moming it was breal3-àst. you 

know. Make breakfast fmt then make the (other) money 1 gotta make.. .." Brealrfàst at the 

Barn was Will's "main objective". "Like eggs give me energy. 1 feel really hl1 afier 1 eat my 



breakfast cuz my stomach's used to having that, like that one meal everyday. you know.. ..'O 

Eaming enough for breakfast most days was a realizable goal for some of the yoiith who 

squeegeed for a living and it contributed to a seme of control over their food situation. 

Another common way that youth at the dropin exerted control over their food simation was 

to Save food such as sandwiches h m  the Scott Mission that could easily be carried around in 

a pocket, bag or knapsack. This strategy made f d  available at a later t h e  in tbe &y and 

allowed youth some masure of control over their immediate food situation. Focd stored in 

this way allowed youth to eat on the run or on the job (e.g. squeegeeing) and to avoid a time 

c o n s h g  visit to an undesirable meal program. 

In spite of "filling up" on food whenever possible, multiple food acquisition sûategies, and 

daily techniques to increase food security, youth at the dropin regularly experierced hunger. 

Ignonng feelings of hunger was another way that youth tried to manage and control their food 

insecurity. 

It's not a matter of like not getting hungry, it's just I'm used to if right. I'm used to 
like not making enough money to eat therefore 1 can't so you know it's like out of 
sight, out of mind sorta deal. You just get used to not eating afler a while.. . . 
Basically, like 1 know it's (hunger) there but 1 ignore it. (Will) 

According to Lee, episodes of hunger were part of street life. "Once you've been on the 

streets for so long, you're used to not eathg sometimes, you know. Like me, 1 GUI go two or 

three days [without food], and it just won't bother me." 



6.4 Summary of results 

In summary, day-today life for the youth in this study was characterized by insecurity and 

their food experiences were no exception. Food insecurïty existed as part of the broder 

instability and chaos associated wiui homelessness. Youth in this study lacked secure shelter 

and dependable sources of income, and suffered heath problems related to living on the street. 

This context shaped the meaning of food and food acquisition strategies. Food was primarily 

viewed as a source of fuel, necessary for SUlYival. Everyday food acquisition strategia 

included punihasing f d  and food aid; purchasing offered access to a greater selection of 

safe food in socially acceptable ways, while food aid was characterized by a hck of food 

choice, d e  food, and an undesirable atmosphere. Less couunon food acquisition 

strategies such as stealing were used by youth under extremely desperate circumsitances. 

Youth in this study ultimately resorted to the use of food assistance to try to manage their 

food situations. Food aid provideci a relatively stable source of food as weU as a possibility 

for youth to direct money that would have otherwise been spent on food, to other needs. Due 

to the precarious nature of the various food acquisition strategies, youth continuously 

experienced food insecurity. Despite creative efforts to inccease food security, youth in this 

study reported regular episodes of hunger. 



7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

7.1 The contingent nature of food access 

The key results fiom this study have been organized into a conceptuai framework for 

understanding the daily f d  experiences of street youth (Figure 7.1). Conceptudly, food in 

the lives of homeless youth can be understd as interconnecteci to other hdamentai aspects 

of life, narnely, sheiter, income, and health. The mode1 describes the process that homeless 

youth engaged in on a &ily basis as they tried to meet these basic needs. Thus, in immediate 

ways that were integrai to daily survival, food access and co~lsumption were shaped by and 

contingent upon conditions of income, health, and shelter. The contingent nature of these 

factors as exemplifieci through the Iives of homeless youth in this study is reflectzd in this 

mode1 through its pyramid shape. As a pyramid, each factor is directly c o ~ e c t e d  to the 

others, and each muy be at the apex of the mdel, acting as the major Lens through which to 

view daily life. in this study, food was the focus. However, exposure to issues c f 

employment, shelter, and health were unavoidable due to their strong connections to food 

experiences. 

The lack of permanent and secure shelter conditions (component A of the modelj restricted 

youth's ability to prepare food in an econornical way. Youth in this shidy slept primarily in 

temporary shelters (e-g., Out of the CoIds) and "squats". These shelter cucumstznces 

represent the segment of the Street youth population that other studies found to b: most 

vuinerable to expenences of hunger and food deprivation (Antoniades & Taras& 1998 and 



Hagan & McCarthy, 1997). Insecure shelter meant that youth lacked cooking mi storage 

facilities, and consequently, the search for food was a daily endeavor. 

Al1 of the youth encountered in this study used charitable food assistancetmeal pingrams to 

some extent because none had the financial means to c o n t i n d y  satisfy their food needs by 

purchashg prepared foods. This is consistent with McCarthy & Hagan's finding that social 

service agencies were the most common singîe source of nourïshment among their diverse 

sampie of Toronto Street youth (1992). Youth's reliance on food aid was related CO their lack 

of income (component B of the model). Homelessness severely restricted youth's 

employment opportunities. For example, they lacked resources such as a telephone to set up 

interviews or do on-caii work, sleeping and washing facihies in order to be rested a d  clean 

for work, experience, education, and skills that are required for most jobs. Conscquently, 

youth relied on precarious sources of income such as squeegeeing, panhandling, md odd 

jobs. These employment problems resonate with the statistics that McCarthy & I-Iagan 

(1992) documented among the 390 Street youth in their Toronto study. While thc majority of 

adolescents they surveyed (70%) reported that they had some sort of employmem since 

leaving home, this work was ofien temporary as 62% of the youth who had worked since 

living on the streets were unemployed at the time of the survey. Further, at îhe time of the 

present study, none of the youth who participated in interviews were receiving government 

provided social assistance, although some of them as well as other youth at the drop-in spoke 

about receiving weifàre in the past Shce provincial changes in social assistance provisions 

in 1995, it has become more difficult for homeless youth to secure welfare. To rweive the 
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Figure 7.1 Mode1 for understandine daiiy food exwriences 



full benefits of social assistance. youth require a proof of residency and verfiable shelter 

costs, and youth under the age of 18 are eligible only if they are in school and have an adult 

tnistee (CSPC-T, 1998). 

Part C of the model is health. Health problems, caused or exacerbated by homelessness (e-g., 

respiratory infeçtions) afkcted youth's abiiïty to eam money through street-based activities. 

Heaith problems impacted food consumption indirectly, when iltness prevented youth fiom 

eaniing money for food, and d k t l y ,  when youth were t w  sick to make theu way to 

charitable food programs. 

Past research suggests that the situation of extreme poverty relegates homeless youth to the 

margins of health, shelter, income, and food acquisition (Autoniades & Tarasuk, 1998; 

Kendall, 1994). This conceptuai model suggests that the relationships among these four 

factors represent sets of multiple interacting processes that are shaped by current situations. 

For example, rainy days demanded alternative income strategies to squeegeeing, which had 

ramifications for f d  acquisition stnuegies (and consequently consurnption), shelter, and 

quite possibly health, on that &y. Or, on any given night, king tumed away fioin a fidl 

shelter that might have offered a place to sleep and a meal, had immediate consequences for 

food access, income, and heaith. Efforts to increase security in any of these areas ofien 

occurred at the expense of stability in other areas. For example, eating dinner at a given xneai 

program required time which might have been used to secure a spot at a shelter, squeegee or 

earn money another way, or to receive health services. shower at a dropin centre, look for 

housing, jobs etc. Enmeshed in a precarious web of insecurity, managing uncertain and even 



chaotic food acquisition, shelter, income. and health circumstances was a daily enterprise, 

and changes in any of these conditions resulted in immediate fiindamental changes in the 

other factors. 

7.1.1 Generalizabilitv of mode1 

This understanding of the contingent nature of daily food experiences is based on data h m  a 

group of street youth in the Queen West area of downtown Toronto- However, it may be 

relevant among other homeless youth and addts as weli. The powerfiil context which 

circumscribed the food experiences of youth in this study is shared by other street youth in 

Toronto and other Canadian cities. Antoniades & Tarasuk (1998) and Hagan & McCarthy 

(1 997) described living circumstances of street youth in Toronto and Vancouver consistent 

with those found in the present study. Also, the majority of street youth in these two separate 

and recent studies reported experiences of hunger. They further demonstrated that the 

likelihood of experiencing hunger was greater among youth who were most closcly 

associated with street life (Le., youth who relied on Street based activities such a~ squeegeeing 

for income, youth who slept on the street or in "squats", and youth who had been away fiom 

home the longest duration). The hdings h m  the present qualitative, ethnographie study 

complement and add texture to the kdings  from these quantitative studies on street youth 

and hunger by providing uisight into the daily experiences of street youth in Toronto. By . 
observing a group of street youth at a downtown dropin centre and conducting ui-depth 

interviews with six of these youth, 1 was able to explore how and why hunger and other food 

experiences occurred in the context of day-to-day life. While the quantitative studies 

provided knowledge about the salient features of street life, this study provided idormation 



and a plausible explanatory M e w o r k  for how food experiences (i-e., food acquisition. food 

sources, and consumption characteristics) shape and are shaped by these features. 

Homeless adults share with their younger counterparts. the fundamental experiences of street 

Iife: extreme poverty, lack of shelter, hunger, unemployment, harassmenh and trouble with 

the police (McCarthy & Hagan, 1992). The strategies that adults use to cope with income, 

f o d  shelter, and health problems and the manifestation of these may be dinerent k m  youth 

(e.g., mental health conditions such as schizophrenia are more common among homeless 

adults (Report, 1999), prostitution is probably more common among youth, and squeegeeing 

may be less common among adults), however, the homeless siruution characterized by 

extreme poverty, instability, and the daily struggle to meet survivai needs, is at the basis of 

the conceptual h e w o r k .  Thus, the conceptuai scheme depicted in this contingency mode1 

of food experiences may be generalizable to the Canadian homeless population. 

7.2 Food insecurity: Households vs. homelessness 

Results fiom this study extend the current understanding of food insecurity to the: homeless 

population. To date, North American research in the area of food insecurity has f iused  on 

households (Tarasuk & Beaton, 1 999; Kendall et al., 1 995; Radimer et al., 1992; and Tarasuk 

& Maclean, 1990). Among iow income households, food insecurity is a process whereby 

household resources are deployed to try to manage food situations in a predictable way 

(Radimer et al.,1992). Food insecurity begins with kelings of anxiety about runiiing out of 

food and proceeds to a situation where the selection and quafity of f d s  consurned are 

compromised in efforts to "stretch" food budgets. Next, food intake among mothers is 



reduced and families focus on using alternative strategies to obtain food and money for food 

and in the most desperate, severe stages, food intake among children is restricted. 

The predictable pattern of  coping strategies which mark the severity of food insecurity in the 

context of a household does not characterize food insecurity among homeless people. 

Although household circumstances may change (Le., households can move backrard and 

forward dong a continuum of food insecurïty), living conditions are relatively stable. The 

stability of housing is absent in the context of homelessness. Homeless people lack 

household resources to draw upoo, and instead, they engage in a daily struggle fcr survival, 

trying to meet the interdependent and ofien cornpethg needs of food, shelter, heslth, and 

income. Homelessness is characterized by a constant state of flux, and consequently, markers 

of food insecurity within this context are also highly variable. Food situations clmge daily 

and even fkom meal to meal. Youth in this study reported the regular use of both charitable 

food assistance and purchased food, and experiences of hunger and food deprivarion were 

also common. For example, a 24 hour period in which youth reported e a ~ g  only purchased 

food, was likely followed andlor proceeded by episodes of hunger and the use of food 

assistance. 

Food insecurity arnong street youth was part of the overall health, income, and shelter 

insecurity that existed in &y-to-day Iife as depicted by the conceptual t'ramework in Figure 

7.1. This understanding of food insecurity is rooted in experiences of homelessness and is 

different fiom food insecurity experienced by households. 



7.3 Food insecurity and street youth 

To cope with food insecurity on a daily basis, youth in this study primarily sought food 

through meal programs anà by purchashg food. Canadian research has explored the use of 

food banks and community kitchens, however street youth in this study as well aj in other 

studies, tended not to rely on these sources for food. For the most part, youth in dùs study 

could not store or make use of the unprepared food stuffs available at food banks. And, 

aithough youth expressed the desire to join the community kitchen at the dropin. no 

homeless youth participated in the program at the tirne of the study. It seemed tbat their 

unpredictable living circumstances and extreme poverty, prevented them h m  puticipating. 

The food assistance programs that youth in this study used regularly were meal programs 

O ffered by shelters, Out of the Colds, and charitable/ ref gious organizations. Ali hough there 

is no published Canadian literature about these programs, it is possible to draw irisights into 

the experience of using these progranis h m  findings of this study and others. Far youth in 

this study, food programs were a fiuidamental source of food. At the same time, Food 

sickness, lack of food choice, unpalatable fwd, and inadequate arnounts of food were 

comrnon experiences of youth using these programs. The inconsistent q d i t y  and quantity of 

the food that youth in this study reported eating at meai programs is likely a h c t i o n  of the 

nature of the food suppiied by meal programs. Like food banks, the charitable meal programs 

rely on food donations (e-g., local fund-raisers or food drives at churches) ancilor many 

receive food from Toronto's Daily Bread Food Bank which itself relies on corpo rate and 

public donations (Davis & Tarasuk, 1994)- Meal programs are nin at the local /community 

level largely through the efforts of the charitable and voluntary sector, and there i s no 



centralized system which coordinates. regdates. or evaluates the various progranu that 

comprise this system of food distribution. Thus, the quantity of food available is variable and 

dependent on the good will of corporations and individual citizens. Quality is also variable 

because food that is donated by the food industry is often food that does not mee: retail 

standards (e.g., food that is mislabeled, approaching expiry dates, or packaged in defective 

packaging). "Good Samaritan" Laws which safeguard food donors from liability in the event 

of illness resulting h m  eating tainted or spoiled food encourage this practice a d  less food 

would probably be donated without this protection (Daly, 1996). Thus, Federal heaith 

policies such as the Food and Dmg Act which were established to oversee the safety of the 

food supply in a market system of fimi distribution do not apply to f d  that is served to 

homeless people at meal progtams. ironically, laws goveming the charitable sysem of food 

distribution focus on protecting the food donors rather than the vulnerable recipicnts of food 

assistance. 

In addition to inconsistent food quality and quantity, access to meal programs was precarious 

for youth in this study. Most feeding programs that were used provided only one meal each 

day or sometimes only one per week, and to access f i d  through this system, youth had to 

negotiate various rules for participation, hours of operation, and transport to agericy locations. 

Agencies differed in their philosophical approaches. Some were religious in their 

orientations, and food access was tied to prayers or religious sermons. These inherent 

characteristics of meai programs may in part explain why youth in this study and a majority 

of Toronto Street youth in other studies reported episodes of hunger in spite of using these 

programs (Antoniades & Tarasuk, 1998 and Hagan & McCarthy, 1997). 



The contingency model elucidated in this study also reveals an important limitation of meal 

programs in addressing food insecurity among homeless people. Meal programs target o d y  

one factor (i-e., food) of the contingency model, however, the model explains that food access 

is dependent on conditions of health, shelter. and income. Meal p r o p m s  do no1 alter these 

contextuai factors, and thus, food needs continue to compete with the vital pursuit of shelter 

and income, and managing health conditions. Negotiating the d e s  and regulations for 

participation in feeding pmgrams and getting to their scattered locations to access food 

comptes with efforts to meet other important needs- For example, a food program might 

serve a meal during the same period of tirne that a medical clinic offers examinations to 

people without heaith cards, or on a sunny day, the same tirne might be needed to squeegee 

for money. Feeding programs cannot remedy food insecurity arnong homeless people 

because they do not provide housing which would provide unrestricted access to cwking and 

food storage facilities; they cannot address street-related health issues such as chi-onic 

infections and substance use which impact intake and the ability to eam money; iuid while 

they remove the burden of payment for food, they impose a host of praçticalities which 

structure homeless youth's lives in ways which remove fieedom, dignity, and tirrie to pursue 

livelihood. 

While findings fiom this study suggest that food-based responses are bdamentally 

inadequate responses to food insecurity among homeless youth, they aiso offer irtsight into 

the developrnent or adoption of initiatives to increase food access at the community-level. 

This is important as communities are currently struggling to come up with effect ve responses 

to the food problems of growing numbers of homeless people. Comrnunity agencies which 



provided flexibility around food access (e.g., takeout sandwiches from the Scott Llission and 

unrestricted access to kitchen facilities at the &op-in) were arneaable to the chaotic and 

contingent nature of street life. These programs reduced the resources (Le., tirne. effort, and 

cornmitment) that youth had to expend on food access. There were constraints to these 

approaches. For example, the varieîy of "mobile foods" was Limited to only relatively durable 

items, and food access provided by kitchen facilities was still dependent on purclmsing food 

and was restricted by hours of operation, Iocattion, and capacity. However, these food 

responses are easier and more practical to make use of, and thus may provide greater access 

to food than other more regulated onsite med programs. Regardless of need, onsite feeding 

programs rnay not be used to their potential because they may not fit with street youth's life 

circumstances. 

The contingency mode1 delimited in this study offers an explanatory framework for the food 

insecuity and hunger experienced by homeless youth and likely bomeless adults as well. The 

contingent and turbulent nature of food access and street life raises concems about the 

nutritional health of homeless people, however it is impossible to draw conclusions about 

nutritional adequacy from this study. Further research on the nutritional statu of homeless 

people in Canada is needed to detennùie the physiologic impact of homelessness. Nutritional 

pro blems may impair physiologic hinc tioning and consequently , hinder productivity and the 

ability to cope with street Me. Chronic poor nutrition rnay also increase the risk of nutrition- 

related health problems such as heart disease later in life. Among street youth, iricreased 

nutritionai needs due to growth and pregnancy are particularly worrisome. 



7.4 Sociopolitical context 

The contingency model of daily life articulated in the previous section occurs wiihin a larger 

context- It is worthwhile to re-examine some ment sociopolitical trends in Canxia and 

Ontario in light of the contingency model because these trends shape tiie comporents of the 

model and consequently, the day-to-day life of homeless people. 

Actions taken by the municipal, provincial, and federal govemments have erodecl housing 

and income supports, effectively worsening the situation for homeless people. Federal and 

Provincial (Ontario) moratoria on fûnding for social housing have reduced the supply of 

affordable housing. in 1995, the Canada Assistance Plan program - the Federal govemment's 

program of h d i n g  welfare and other social services - was replaced by the Canada Health 

and Social Transfer (National Council of Welfare, 1997). This shifi resulted in iarge 

reductions in federal spending on social programs and downloaded respowibility for these 

programs to the provinces. In 1995, the Ontario government cut social assistancc rates and 

enacted legislation to reduce eligibility for benefits. These changes made it difficult for youth 

under 18 years old to qualie for benefits (National Council of Welfare, 1997). These 

government actions have a negative impact on the shelter and income componen-s of the 

contingency model presented in Figure 7.1, and consequently, homeless people will also 

suffer health and food ramifications- 

At the same time, there appears to be an increase in concem for the wonening simation of 

homeless people in Toronto. The growth of the homeless population has k e n  widely 

recognized, and a flurry of activity conceming homelessness has taken place in Toronto. 



Over the past year, the media have published ongoing accounts of the reports of ihe Mayor's 

Homeless Action Task Force. In addition to ulis municipal report, the Consewative 

govemment of Ontario conducted a less extensive assessrnent of the homeless siruation in the 

province (Provincial Task Force on Homelessness. 1998)- in the media and at local public 

forums, city oEcials and representatives of the major provincial political parties have 

engaged in discussions of the specific contents of the various reports and the "homeless 

problern" in general- 

Outside of the political arena, social service agencies and local community gmups have 

voiced concerns about the unprecedented numbers of homeless people in Toronto (United 

Way of Greater Toronto, 1997). In the fall of 1998, the Toronto Hostel Division and local 

groups anticipated a shortage of hostel and shelter beds for the upcoming winter and worked 

to open additional emergency shelters thmughout the city to prevent homeless people from 

dying over the cold weather months. The Toronto Disaster Relief Cornmittee (TDRC) 

mounted a campaign to declare homelessness a national disaster and have sought the 

widespread cooperation of organizations across the country (including the University of 

Toronto). Along with other local groups, they have organized protests and dernonstrations in 

Toronto and in Ottawa demanding that al1 three levels of govemment pay attention to the 

needs of their homeless citizens through supportive housing and social policies. These 

activities have been followed by the recent Federal appointment of a minister in charge of 

homelessness, a gesture which reflects recognition of the severity of the homeless problem in 

Canada. 



Although there have been developments that reflect an increased concem about 

homelessness, the continued withdrawal of social support to the most vuluerable members of 

society seems to have overwhelmed initiatives to irnprove the conditions of homdess people. 

The sociopolitical trend to reduce social spending is disturbing given the already precarious 

living circumstance of homeless people. 

7.5 Crackdown on squeegee kids 

The crackdown on squeegee kids that occurred during the summer of 1998 in Toronto 

exemplifies the contradictory behaviour of goveniments who on the one hana have voiced 

concems for the growth of homelessness, and on the other han& have enacted damaging 

legislation. When disturbing fbdings about the homeless situation in Toronto wxe released 

in the interim report of the Mayor's Homelessness Action Task Force (Juiy 1998)- Mayor 

Me1 Lastman declared that the extreme poverty and deprivation of homelessness was 

unacceptable amidst a c o u n e  as rich and prospemus as Canada However, at the same time 

that the Mayor pledged his cornmitment to eradicate homelessness in Toronto, ht. declared 

war on homeless squeegee kids. 

According to youth in this study, crackdown efforts by the City of Toronto and the Ontario 

government on squeegeeing narrowed their income options. A municipal bylaw to ban 

squeegeeing and panhandling was proposed during the summer of 1998. The m q o r  of 

Toronto, Me1 Lastman, declared "war.. .to get nd of squeegee kids" and directives to beef-up 

policing of major intersections where squeegeeing was common and to arrest ancl detain 

disobedient squeegee kids were set in motion (Toronto Sun, July 23, 1998). At the same 



time. the Provinciai govemment examined the possibility of amendhg the provincial 

Highway T&c Act to give police greater powers than would be afforded throu& the 

municipal legislation (e-g., incarceration vs. fines) to make the crackdowu on squeegeeing 

more effective. 

The extent of the political and public backlash against squeegee kids that ensued over the 

spnng and sumrner months resonate with the moral panic that Stanley Cohen first described 

in his characterization of the reactions of the media, the public, and politicai forces to youth 

subcultures of the mid-1940s in Britain (i.e,, Mods and Rockers) (Goode & Ben-Yehuda, 

1994). Moral panic refers to a situation in whkh there is an excessive public reaction to a 

group of persons or their behaviour because they or their behaviour is perceived as 

threatening to societal values and interests (Cohen, 1 973). Toronîo Sun joumalist. Linda 

Williamson noted the increased media focus on squeegee kids: in the Sun, the word 

"squeegee" was used in o d y  two stones in 1994; squeegee kids were fkst profilrd in July 

1995; in 1997,8 1 articles on squeegee kids were published; and at the tirne of her writing in 

Julyl998,8O articles on the topic had atready appeared that year (Toronto Sun, Jidy 23, 

I998). 

According to Cohen's analysis, fears about the moral health of society created '%Ac devils" 

and moral panics, disproportionai to the situation. He predicted: 

More moral panics will be generated and other, as yet nameless, folk devjls will be 
created. This is not because such developments have an inexorable inner logic, but 
because our society as presently stnictured will continue to generate problems for 
some of its members - like working class adolescents - and then condem whatever 
solution these groups find (Cohen, 1972, p.204) 



Excluded fiom social assistance and mainstream incorne options. homeless o u t h  turned to 

squeegeeing as an alternative source of income for survival. Youth in this study reported that 

while squeegeeing was not as lucrative as the sex trade, h g  trade, and the& it provided a 

less hsky and a legal alternative source of income. However, in media accounts. the lack of 

emp 10 yrnent op portunities for homeless youth, their experiences of poverty and deprivation, 

and factors precipitating youth homelessness remained secondary to the problemj that 

squeegee kids posed for drivers and business owners. Squeegee kids were ofien depicted as 

menacing nuisances whose activities threatened the public at large, and newspaper articles 

referred to a "plague" and "infestation" of panhandlers (Globe % Mail, July 1 5, 1 998). 

The proposed bylaw to restrict panhandihg and outlaw squeegeeing and the mord panic that 

ensued was a disturbing reaction to homelessness. This type of response focuses on what 

homelessness imposes on society rather than what society has irnposed on homeless peopie. 

For example, squeegeeing and panhandling are viewed as undesirabIe public behaviour rather 

than a source of income in view of limited alternatives and extreme poverty. Moral panic 

obscured the problems faced by homeless people and created a perception of street y o d  as 

deviant and undeserving, paving the way for increased police intervention and reùiforcing 

other "get tough" policies aimed at abolishing unwanted public conduct (see Fischer & 

Poland, 1998 and Sibley, 1988 for discussions of purification of public space ancl social 

control). Due to their domestication of public space, homeless people are highly visible and 

consequently vulnerable to public scrutiny. Squeegee kids in particular, were susceptible to 

media labeling and portraya1 as "folk devils" because of their non-customary appearances 

(e-g., multiple tattoos, piercing and wiid hall styles). Although the bylaw was eventuaily 



defeated. the ideology behind it perseveres. On the wake of an upcoming provin5al election 

in Ontario, a promise to "'ban aggressive panhandling and squeegee kids" is listed among the 

important social issues that the Conservative Party will attend to if re-elected (Progressive 

Conservative Party of Ontario, 1 999). 

The sociopolitical trends which continue to reduce the level of income and housing supports 

available to those in need and, at the same time, condemn aiternatives strategies i:e.g., 

squeegeeing) are disturbing. In light of the contingency mode1 presented in this titudy, 

narrowing income aad shelter possibilities have dire implications for the food and health 

conditions of homeless people and aggravate the challenges of daily iife. 

7.6 Conclusion 

In this study, a critical ethnography was conducted to explore the food experiences of 

homeless youth. Food experiences for youth in this study were shaped by extreute poverty 

and instability. Youth reporîed several food acquisition strategies, however, food access was 

ultimately insecure, and youth reported times when they were hungry and went uithout food. 

The most cornmon, or everyday, food acquisition strategies reported were purchasing food 

and using food aid. Due to limited employment opportunities, youth could not g- merate 

enough money to continuously meet basic food needs. Squeegeeing, a primary smrce of 

income for youth in this study, was dependent on the weather, politicai and public will, and 

youth's physical health. The quaiity and quantity of food available through food aid 

programs were inconsistent and at times, insuficient. The location of food programs, theu 

capacity, and idiosyncratic rules, policies, and hours of operation also afYected food access. 



An understanding of food experiences within the context of day-to-day survival fbrmed the 

bases for a conceptuaiization of fwd insecurity among Street youth. In addition IO the daîly 

search for food, youth stmggled to find shelter and income and ofien needed to nlanage 

homeless-related heaith conditions. Further. the needs of food, shelter, income. and health 

were interdependent and often competing. The fkmework depicted in Finure 7.1 extends the 

current understanding of food insecurity to the homeless population, explainkg that in the 

situation of homelessness, food experiences are contingent upon conditions of shelter, 

income, and health. 

In light of this fknework, conditions of unstable shelter, income, and health mua be 

addressed to remedy food insecurity among homeIess people. However, the currtnt 

government trend to d u c e  social spending at the federal and provincial (Ontario) levels is 

underrnining the availability of supports in these areas. Without changes to improve incorne 

and housing oppominities, the income, shelter, food and health situations of honictless people 

in Toronto will likely worsen and the number of homeless people wil1 continue ta] grow. 
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A Nutrition Study of Homekss Youth 

Consent Form 

For more information, please contact 
Valerie Tarasuk 978-061 8 or 
Naomi Dachnet 978-5452 

University of Toronto, Department of Nutritional Sciences 

1 agree to participate in a nutrition stuây of homeless youth. The tesearcher wants to 
understand the kinds of food problems 1 face. She will ask me questions about where 1 
live, where and how 1 get food, and what aud when 1 eat. 

The interview will take about an hour and will be in a place that is convenient to me. The 
researcher will tape record our interview, but the tape machine may be turneci off 
anytime, at m y  request. Notxxiy except the researcher and her supervisor will have 
access to the tapes or transcripts. 

1 understand that 1 have been selected because my age, sex, and living circumstance and 
that ùi is  study is totally voluntary. 1 am fk to drop out of the study at mythe.  1 don't 
have to answer any question(s) that 1 don't want to answer. Everything 1 say to the 
interviewer is confidentid. Nothing 1 say wiil be used in way that people could identify 
me. 

There are no direct risks or benefits associated with my participation in this study. 1 
understand that 1 c m  continue to participate in this dropin centre in the sarne way as 1 do 
now, whether or not 1 decide to participate in this study. The researcher will pay for any 
expenses that result fiom my participation in this study (e-g. TTC). 

-- 

(Signature of Participant) (Signature of Researcher) 



interview Guide 

a Living situation: Current and past, impact on eatiag 

Eating patterns: What, where, when do you eat and with whom? 

Food acquisition: How do you get food? From where? Why? Do you w o q  about 
gening enough food? Participation in meal pgrams? 

a Satisfaction with food: Quaiity (taste, safety, healthfiilness), quantity 

Social roldmeaning of food: Special foods and me&, where it is eaten 



APPENDIX C 

06:M Cereal, orange juice 
(food assistance) 

08:M 

12:OO Egg salad sandwich 
(food assistance) 

13:ûû 

15:w 
17:W Mufin 

(food assistance) 
18:ûû 

21:OO Beef stew 
(food assistance) 

When and what interview4 youth reported eating "yesterdayn 
and whether i t  was food assistance or purchased food 

Cereal, orange juice 
(food assistance) 
Bacon, eggs, home fi5ies, 
toast, coffee 
(purc hased) 

Half box macaroni and 
cheese 
(purc hased) 

Lee Stcvc 

Orange juice 
(food assistance) 
Bacon, eggs, home fiies 
toast, coffee 
(pua hased) 

2 chicken salad Half box macaroni 
sandwiches and cheese 
(food assistance) (purc hased) 

Muffin 
(food assistance) 

Fries and gravy 
(purchased) 

Salad, mashed potatoes, 
chicken, gravy 
(food assistance) 

Pepperoni Pizza 
(purchased) 

Robin 

Bacon, e u s ,  
home fiies, toast 
ilk, coffee 
(purchased) 
BBQ chips, pop 

Vanilla ice creain 
with chocolate sauce 
(purchased) 

Chocolate bar 
Falafel ( purchased) 
(purc hased) 
Chocolate fùdge sundae Cheddar cheesc 
( purchased) bagel 

(purchased) 
Corn 
(food assistance) 

Peach juice, 
coffee (purchased) 




